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Chapter One
She felt the cargo shuttle centring itself for shut down. It
was 1700 hours. She breathed in, looked up at the panelled ceiling
as if peering through it to the bleakness of space beyond and said,
“Lieutenant Allen, I'm down. Preparing to disembark.”
A hollow voice echoed in her head. The implant was
working: “Good luck, Alexandra. We know we can all count on
you. Johnny is preparing for conscious immersion with Captain
Ond. We'll wait for your signal.”
Xandra stepped out of her flight gear and up to the hatch,
brushing down her black body-suit, an unconscious action that drew
confidence from somewhere and somehow gave her strength. She
needed it this afternoon. Tons of it. “I love you, sweetheart,” she
murmured, then stared ahead as the hatch swung out. There, far
below, stood a figure. Though they had never met in person, she
knew at once it was her precious Coggi, in the flesh. Xandra had
been dreading this moment more than any other, knowing it would
be the single greatest impression she would have to endure, and it
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took all her strength not to burst into tears.
Doubts began piling up like fallen skittles in an alley. She,
best in her class, had volunteered willingly to spearhead this
operation. Now she was a mess. Did she really have it in her?
Here she was, falling at the first hurdle. She stepped out heavily on
to a platform, as if shackled by the weight of her emotions, and was
lowered to the ground. Coggi looked younger by a few years than
Xandra who was 35, but they could have been sisters. Both had
wavy, brown hair, though Coggi's was shorter; both, soft amber
eyes each with a small upright nose between. Xandra wanted so
much to rush over and hug her little champion but knew she could
not. She looked at her standing there in a blue body-suit, smiled,
almost apologetically, then pointed at some words flashing on her
chest: 'Coggi, Are You Comms Free?'
A suspicious frown from Coggi ... Then a positive nod.
Xandra knew she could severe communications feeds with
just the blink of an eye, but did not want to tip the balance in her
favor. If this conversation was going to be about truth and
reconciliation, then she had to play fair. Coggi had to be allowed to
call in if she wanted to. Xandra could have lied and said that
Captain Ond already knew she was coming, but wasn't that exactly
what she was here to avoid: More lies? No, she could not cheat,
not anymore. All she could do was beg fate to give her some time.
She approached, apprehensively. Finally spoke:
“Great! Hi ... Coggi. I'm Xandra.”
“OK ... Do we know each other? Are you family?”
“Kind of, yes ... I guess.”
“This is very unusual,” Coggi said, stepping to one side.
“Someone visiting us from home, arriving in a service shuttle.
Maybe I should report this to the Deck. But then again, there have
been some strange things going on around here, lately. Have you
brought us answers... any solutions? You look kind of military, or
something.”
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“Coggi, please ... Wait before reporting. Give me a chance.
Look: I don't know where to begin. I only know that we have been
together for over ten years, you and me, in spirit and in mind. You
deserve answers, and I have come here to tell you the truth.”
“Yup! Again, that's pretty weird. I think you best begin at
the beginning.”
“... Maybe not,” Xandra wondered out loud. “Maybe I'll
begin in the middle. Do you know where babies come from?” she
asked, trying to link attributes to a greater chain.
Coggi looked down, then right, then up. Then straight at
Xandra. Inhaled. “Is this a trick question? Are you trying to call
me stupid?” she said with displeasure.
“No, Coggi, I would never hurt you. I love you. But … but
I have something terrible to say an... and it's so very hard for me to
get it started,” Xandra said, her lips trembling and her vision losing
focus.
A tear rolled down her cheek. Coggi took a step forwards,
instinctively. Faltered. “Why should I trust you?”
“Perhaps, because I know so many things about you, Coggi:
Your own doubts, your fears and frustrations; the things that bother
you and the things that make you feel good. You have a thing for
Opus, don't you? You like him, you just don't understand what it
means.”
“We humans are all good friends around here,” Coggi said,
matter of fact.
“Yes, but you really like him, don't you?”
“... So!”
“What does it mean? What happens next?”
Coggi stepped away again. “What?” She was confused on
two fronts: A stranger saying she loves her appears out of nowhere;
and a question she knows she should be able to answer, but cannot.
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“Coggi. Where were you born?”
“Geoffreys, I suppose. That's where my Mom and Dad live
and I grew up.”
“You must have been a baby once?” Xandra sniffed through
a runny nose. She was dreading a slip of over-kill, trying to be
gentle, but how could she when the truth had to come out? No
matter how softly she tried to pad it, how quietly she tried to spill it,
it was coming ...
“Hey, my Mom always tells me not to talk about such rude
things.”
“You mean, when you talk to her on the family
communication feeds?”
“Yup.”
Xandra then queried, carefully, “Does your Mum say she
loves you?”
“Well, sure ... I mean, why wouldn't she? Maybe. So what
if she doesn't? She makes me feel good, I know that.”
“Of course she does. That's her job,” Xandra said with a
frown. She knew the truth, however this was not the moment.
There were too many other truths that had to come first. “Coggi?
Aren't you curious about love? You have feelings for Opus. You
didn't want Phie to ride the scoot with him this afternoon. Were you
jealous?”
“Hey, you! How did you ..?” Coggi was getting upset.
“No ... No, why don't you just hop back in that shuttle and go away,
along with all your stupid talk. I'm going comms with Deck.”
Xandra was losing her one chance. She had to break it open
now, while Coggi was in two minds. She clenched a fist and went
for it: “Coggi, I'm the nearest thing you've got to a mother. I'm
your sister, your best friend and your biggest fan. I am the person
that watches over you, that helps you and wants you to succeed. I
know everything about you from the moment you were first
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conceived in the nursery until this present moment. It was I who
named you Coggi ... You had such curiosity ... You, with a mind
constantly whirring like gears in a cuckoo clock. Now you are
twelve years old and I –”
“Not true. I am 26,” Coggi said adamantly.
Xandra held her stare, trying to diffuse the negative. “Opus
likes you,” she said.
“Really..? You sure? How do you know?” Coggi perked up.
“Because we are watching you down here on this station.
We are your guardians. We listen to you, we feel for you, we try
and protect you. This station is too big an operation for just twelve
personnel to run, don't you think?”
“Interesting. So, Opus. What should I do?” Coggi became
curious. She was losing her initial distrust, a strange fascination
setting in. Things of which she could never quite make sense were
now beginning to poke through the mist and dally.
“Sweetheart, you are too young at present. Just be there for
Opus, show him you care, and one day he may begin to feel the
same way towards you. He is young, just like you.”
“Then what?”
“... That's where babies come from.”
“What?” Coggi threw out her arms, and laughed. “From
where?”
Xandra smiled and shook her head. It was nearly time for
the truth, the real truth, if she could just hold out a little longer and
prepare her precious one as best she could, maybe the outcome
would not be too cruel. After all, fate had given her some extra
time. “Doesn't Opus give you a lovely warm feeling inside, every
time you think about him or hear his voice?”
“Yeah...” Coggi sighed. “Have you felt that, too? Like ...”
She corrected herself, “With other guys, I mean?”
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“Yes, Coggi. It's real and it's supposed to happen. But first
I've got to tell you the whole truth, then you will understand your
feelings towards Opus and all these strange things that have been
happening around here, today.”
“OK. I'm listening.”
“Do you trust me, Coggi?”
“... Do I have a choice?”
“That's my Coggi, never gives an inch,” Xandra laughed,
facing her prodigy, the woman that was half her and half her own
self. Then anguish. If only she could just say it, as one might to a
good friend; but how was one to say such things to a child, without
destroying them, utterly. With all her training, her knowledge and
her intimate connections with Coggi, Xandra was still tearing
herself apart inside trying to say what needed to be heard. Abruptly,
she stopped her thought process, dead! Cursed her own selfindulgence. Changed focus ... This is not about me.
“Coggi, you are the only one I can trust. The only person
here at the station that I believe in, totally. So, this is what I have to
tell you: We have a terrible problem. Some really bad people are
trying to destroy us, all of us, you and me, and our homes and our
families. That is why I am here. To ask for your forgiveness ...
And then your help.”
“Hey, Xandra. Sounds like you have the weight of the entire
universe on your shoulders. Take a breath. I'm not going
anywhere.”
“Thanks,” Xandra brushed aside the tears. She knelt down,
beckoning Coggi to do the same. They sat one in front of the other,
while a whirring and clicking of containers being autonomously
unloaded from the shuttle away to one side filled the bay with a
mechanical yet curiously pleasing melody.
“Dear Coggi. This is the thing: You guys live down here,
and a bunch of us, just like you, live up on an orbital space station
above this planet. Like you, we have been here for about 12 to 15
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years. Our job up there is to watch and take care of you guys down
here, without interfering. And you run this facility, work out your
problems and go about the initial stages of colonising a new
planet.”
Xandra took a big, deep breath, she was feeling more
comfortable. Coggi was helping.
“Alright,” inquired Coggi. “So why all the secrecy?”
“Coggi.., this is the bit that's going to hurt.”
“I'm ready ...”
* * *
EARLIER THAT DAY.
Orbiter CY714. Year: 2556. Week: 19.2. Time: 0920 hours.
Lieutenant Bradley Allen had received some disturbing
news that morning. He was just patching in when his team gave
him the update: Orbiter's Bionics Level had reported a malfunction.
Communication between departments and crew on duty was
via thought. It was mandatory procedure to ensure every detail was
exposed and filed. Recorded logs induced by brain activity were
relayed and received between personnel, each of whom had neural
implants for comms and tech interfacing. It was simply a matter of
switching with the mind. Log BLM33 had come through at 0748
hours, concerning a problem first noted by the over-night,
automated system monitors. Lt. Allen's team had brought him up to
speed, they had been studying the anomaly since 0800.
Orbiter CY714 sat in stationary orbit above a ground base
on the planet's surface. It was one of several being investigated in
this newly reached Solar System of 21 planets, within the sector,
Canus Yandavelt. A Central Hub, in Solar orbit around CY7 was
responsible for three other Orbiters: one up and running, two
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delayed and yet fully equipped. For fifteen years CY714 had been
operational, the first five years having been the primary base
construction phase, and it was hoped that in the coming year a new,
larger housing complex would begin to take on a team of engineers.
Mineral extraction was the ultimate goal on this, a stark and
crystalline planet with enormous potential.
The Orbiter's crew were mainly technicians. Their remit
was site maintenance, surface construction and well-being of Base
occupants called “Synthetic Autonomous Personnel” or SAPs, as
they were commonly known. Initial pre-colonisation was always a
risk – too many variables, unknowns – so drones such as SAPs were
deployed for several years, ahead of human habitation. Bionics
level (BL) was in charge of their motor functions and the
observance of physical characteristics, while Lt. Allen's department,
Conscious Level (CL), monitored brain activity and the
development of personalities – all this completely unknown to the
androids on Base.
To be effective as pre-colonists, SAPs had to be identical in
manner to humans. They needed to function as might any person,
have the same build and stature, work within human constraints and
standards. They were life-like, were given almost all human
attributes, considering themselves human, even though they were
not.
Log CLA34: “Lt. Allen – requesting an 'All Follow': BL
has reported a break down in SAP continuity. Progress freeze.
They are locked in a reaction loop. I am entering CL grid for
inspection. The BL Report confirms limited and repetitive
movement, though remote sensors of corpus motor functions read
back with positive cross-check. Failure, therefore, not a BL remit.
Anomaly indicates a CL conflict. I will continue Log inputs, during
inspection and diagnostics. All departments: Heads up.”
Log CLA35: “CL grid of base station showing location of
SAPs. Coggi, Fats and Lush situated in Agriculture Dome. Waste
and Bio-fuels Lab has Phie, Lynn, Opus and Chrome. 1st and 2nd
officers, Ond and Wells showing on Observation Deck. I am not
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getting a read for the remaining three SAPs from Maintenance.
Searching staff Quarters – negative! Exercise Wing – negative! All
vehicles accounted for in Machine Port. External monitors and
tracking beacons showing no signs of activity on planet surface
within allocated perimeter.”
Log CLA36: “Preparing to open access for limited
immersion. Interface module active and connecting. Raising autoawareness threshold for officers Ond and Wells. I am initiating
entry for observation, now …”
“I did that, yes ... Dammit. I get nothing!”
Officer Ond, then, with an order: “Listen, Coggi. Get down
the secondary service duct and see if the emergency hatches have
closed. May be a malfunction, they could have lost pressure. Our
consoles are showing both open.”
“Don't you think it would be better,” Coggi interjects, “To
override the Wab Lab comms feed? We need to speak to Opus.”
“Can't,” says Wells, spinning around in her chair, “There's a
security lock down at the moment, while they transfer fuel cells.
You know that ... Standard procedure.”
“Corporal Coggi, I am your commanding officer,” Ond says
sternly while looking directly at her through the Ag Dome's visual
feed screen, “Now, get on with it.”
“But Sir, They went to the Extraction Port earlier, to do their
external hull inspection,” Coggi replies. She is adamant.
Wells interrupts. “Listen you guys, that secondary service
duct leads directly from your corridor to the Ex Port radial, so it
makes sense that you just run a routine recce.”
Coggi again: “But even if they were in the service ducts we
would still have comms with them,” she points out.
The Captain, with more determination, “They could be up
on the Dome, checking panels. Did you try banging on the struts?”
“I did that, yes ... Dammit. I get nothing!”
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“Listen, Coggi. Get down the secondary service duct and
see if the emergency hatches have closed –”
Log CLA37: “Observations indicate a closed loop in SAP
performance. Multiple implant errors: Repetitive nature, as per
BL Report. We have no alternative but to intervene. Sending a
priority notification to Central Hub. Log remaining open and
linked. I have two known situations in occurrence. I will now
proceed with an interface for observation with the Waste and
Biofuel Lab.”
Log CLA38:
“Activating interface module ...
Connecting ... And raising threshold for limited observation
through Opus ...”
“What's the procedure?”
“We follow procedure.”
“What's the procedure?”
“We follow procedure.”
“What's the –”
Log CH3997: “Central Hub CY7 detailing 'Forward
Research Station CY714'. All departments: Be advised. Central
Command has issued a severance order. There is continued threat
from terrorist incursion into The Society Central Network. We are
on high alert, we are being actively targeted by the 'Anti Society
League'. We cannot at this time offer any support to your outpost.
We will be discontinuing communication on all secure lines and
disengaging data links to preserve integrity. Flight Deck: Your
orbit of CY714 will be maintained. Conscious Level Department:
You are cleared to proceed with reparations, however, with extreme
caution. The ASL has recently infiltrate base networks in CY3 and
reached beyond its Central Hub, terminating all crew members. If
you detect a breach, immediately shut down links with planetary
surface station, equipment and Synthetic Autonomous Personnel.
You will be contacted again in due course.”
Log CLA39: “Suggesting department heads meeting, 1200,
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lunch time. Please concur. Bionics ..? SAPs will require a
temporal slip once we have resolved this issue. They'll have lost an
hour and a half, if not more; they'll be out of sync' with Base and
definitely notice.”
Log CLA40: “Terminating Orbiter Log CY714 'All Follow'
and transferring to Internal CL Log for 'Total Immersion Interface'
protocols. Will brief again when issue resolved.”
Lieutenant Allen patched out and looked around his dark,
featureless department. There were no windows, no flickering
lights, nothing that could distract his crew – it was intentional.
Code analysts and formulators needed absolute calm; concentration
was fundamental to the tasks set before them. They sat upright in
tall, black seats that swivelled on request, heads resting in a concave
depression, feet supported just off the floor. Before them, a dull,
black console stretched across between arm rests and upon which
lay their hands. The slightest movement of finger tips would open
links between the CL Server and their seats, with commands for
read outs, diagnostics or code adjustments, all of which could be
monitored by the user's ocular display. The seats were ergonomic,
adjusting to their occupants while ensuring body circulation was
unimpeded and stress points relieved with ultra-sonic dissipation.
The analysts were in a circle facing in. Each could see the
other; visual communication was vital. Eyes were always open,
even during immersion interface with SAPs, it was a natural
reaction, especially if their subject was walking about. The
darkness contrasted well with ocular displays, no matter what they
were seeing, as neither the subject's visual feed nor their own sight
completely overtook their vision. A few transparent screens floated
about inconspicuously, none illuminated... Just three bodies staring
back at the Lieutenant.
“Listen up colleagues,” he began, “There are four of us here
in CL. We are smart, we are professional, we are the best AI code
formulators in the business. That is why we were all hand picked to
work on CY714. We've been doing this for over twelve years, so
this is how I see it: We draw straws. See who gets to go TII.
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Johnny, I want you covering Opus for this procedure; Xandra, of
course you are with Coggi; and Paighton, because of your skill sets,
I want you on Deck with Captain Ond, keeping an eye on Wells
because she is in the loop, too. I'm 'catch all'. One of you will go
TII, the other two will be in limited observation interface through
their respective SAPs. It only takes a few seconds to drop from
observation to total immersion in the event of a problem. Be
prepared – I may have to call an Alert. We've had a few loops
before, but never a full, closed action loop throughout the entire
population. However, our system was designed to be prepared for
it. So, as you all know – but I'm gonna say it again, anyway – prep
is as follows:
“The objective will be to re-direct thought patterns where
possible, to break the loop. A fluid sense of progress must be
upheld for at least five minutes before lowering the TII threshold
gate. Those SAPs with whom we are interacting are sensitive, they
can easily go into shock if something doesn't fit. Going TII does
not mean you take full control, it means you share responsibilities.
You do not order, you suggest; you do not force, you project. You
are the hum of reason, not authority. One wrong word out of place
could utterly destroy their fragile sense of self – especially the
younger ones, like Phie and Lush who are only six years old. Wells
is a little older, but as you know she finds authority daunting.
Paighton has had some success with Lynn recently, she is really
showing self esteem, but she is still a concern.
“They are synthetics, yes, but we think of them and react
with them as if they were one of us. Guinea-pigs? No. Just
because they are unaware of their status or of us, doesn't mean they
should be under-valued. As far as they are concerned, they are
human. So let's be fair to them. We in CL will, as always, show
them no less respect than we would our own grandmothers. And
remember: We gave them their quirky handles, we raised and
nurtured each individually, from the nursery, with each their own
set of traits. They are our children. Stay in character!”
He patched to internal. Log I-A41: “Lt. Allen, activating
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TII protocol procedures.”
Log I-A41-x: “Affirmative from Xandra. Networked and
ready. No sign of Junks. His CL mapping is non-responsive, no up
link. Implants untraceable. We can't TII to find him, and the other
two are shut down. They are in night mode. Why? That's a BL
initiative, but no one there made it happen. A reset was achieved,
but can't be instant; coming out of sleep has to be a slow, step-bystep process. It'll bring them back up in a few hours.”
Log I-A41-p: “Allen, Paighton here. We could sit it out and
wait for Central to open up again. I mean, there's no danger in
leaving the SAPs in a loop, they're not going to do themselves any
harm.”
Log I-A41-x: “Not necessarily, 'boy-girl'. The SAPs could
wear down bionic motor functions if they continue repetitive
behaviour. BL can monitor their core system pressure ratings and,
we, cognitive stresses through their implants, but that won't tell us
everything.”
Log I-A41-j: “Johnny is with Xandra on that one. Wavy
hair is a sign of superior brain power, and she sure does have a lot.
If that girl thought it, it's good enough for me.”
Log I-A41-p: “Hey, Johnny. Always siding with 'miss
curly'. Just because you're blacker than me, doesn't mean you
stand a better chance.”
Log I-A41-j: “Boy-girl, so what if I like cream with my
coffee? Anyway, it's just not fair you being bi-gender ... The deck
is stacked in your favour.”
Log I-A41-p: “Tough, Jo-b, we all fancy miss curly – get in
line.”
Log I-A42: “Guys, that's enough! Lt. Allen, stating for the
record: You are out of line. Alexandra is a sensitive woman, that is
why she is so damn good at her job. She demands more respect.
Let's keep the small talk to the Galley table, where I will expect an
apology to Miss Minkowski from the both of you at lunch break.
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Internal logs are still accessible to future audit, so keep this above
board, and no pet names. We all have them, we are all good friends
here, but she is Xandra while on official duty.”
Log I-A42-j: “Sorry, sir ... Xandra, too. Paighton and I
were just blowing off steam.”
Log I-A43: “Allen. Noted. And well understood.
Concentrating for long periods in mind immersion with SAPs while
running code analysis can be stressful, and you've been on this for
almost two hours. Now ... Moving on. I agree with Xandra.
Paighton, you are out voted. Let's proceed. I'll be connected with
the interface but only as limited observer. I'll be able to monitor
and offer advice, but that's it. Run your own Internal Logs for the
record. TII protocols entered and ready to initiate. Short straw
time – who will it be? Johnny, Xandra or Paighton?”
Lieutenant Allen watched his crew as they each selected one
of a random set of straws offered by the server. There were nine;
not straws, but symbols. On the second draw there was a hit. He
smiled. He was thinking about Paighton, his youngest member of
the team, at 29.
Paighton was up for 'leave' in a month, would be gone 6
weeks, which left them one short – or more, in a strange way, as
Paighton was practically two people. He would have to fill
Paighton's shoes, it was going to be harder on them all. Then there
was Xandra. Lt. Allen was watching as she lay back into her chair.
She had refused leave twice; she had been three years without
visiting home. He knew her father, had served under him during the
Titan Offensive, a ground invasion of ASL's headquarters, twenty
years earlier. Xandra's father was a hard man, and she, an only
child. Their home was a planet called Geoffreys in GL12, a rather
unpleasant solar system ... Allen thought he understood.
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Chapter Two
SHORT STRAW - X
I-Log X01: “Xandra, going TII with Coggi. I will try and
break the loop at Captain Ond's second order. Initial concern is
that Coggi is confronting Ond's authority, so I will use the outside
influence of Wells as a trip. Coggi hates not understanding, which
can lead to instability and lack of control. When she loses it she
becomes even more of a challenge. Her self-profiling requires
constant re-coding, she develops secondary, behavioural
characteristics that are often non-linear. That's my Coggi! Lt.
Allen will be my observer through Fats; Johnny you are observing
Opus in the Lab and Paighton on Deck through Ond and Wells ...”
“They could be up on the Dome, checking panels. Did you
try banging on the struts?”
“I did that, yes ... Dammit. I get nothing!” Coggi tried to
shout, though her neural comms implant could not convey
annoyance.
Captain Ond again, his voice booming in her head, “Listen,
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Coggi. Get down the secondary service duct and see if the
emergency hatches have closed. May be a malfunction, they could
have lost pressure. Our consoles are showing both open.”
“Don't you think it would be helpful,” Coggi interjected, “To
wait for the Wab Lab comms feed. We need to speak to Opus.”
“Can't,” said Wells, spinning around in her chair, “There's a
security lock down at the moment, while they transfer fuel cells ...
You know that ... er ... standard procedure ... thing.”
“Corporal Coggi, I am your commanding officer,” Ond said
sternly while looking directly at her through the Ag Dome's visual
feed, “Now, get on with it.”
Coggi ignored the Captain, wasn't sure if she should have,
but something was bothering her. “I said, 'wait for comms', Wells,”
she said with some surprise, “Not, break!”
Wells again: “Coggi, you definitely said, 'break' ... Not,
'wait'. Actually, no you didn't say, 'break' ... What did you say?”
A wrinkled, black brow twitched, “Wells, I distinctly recall,
'wait,' ” said Captain Ond.
There was a pause ...
Then something made Coggi peer into the top right corner
of her vision. “Look at the time,” she exclaimed. “Wab Lab is
always done by 09 hundred, and it's 1107. Can't you do an 'All
Station Call' or something. Maybe they just forgot?”
Ond turning back to the screen. “Coggi, I'm the officer in
charge. Had you forgotten?”
“Of course not, Sir. Have I ever disobeyed an order?” Coggi
turned to Fats with a grin.
Ond, now barking, “Coggi. You listen to me –”
“Secondary service duct, Sir ...” Coggi saluted. “On our way
...” Turned. Then out loud, “Come on, Fats, you heard the Cap,”
she chuckled.
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Raising an arm, Coggi lovingly swept aside a black pepper
vine from in front of her face. Droplets on thin leaves cascaded
from their tips, falling all about her and running down her cheeks
like rain. Humidity in the Dome was at a constant 83 percent. She
was dressed, as were all Ag Dome crew, in a light blue body-suit
with luminous signs and symbols, representing their respective jobs,
flashing up on their chests. Hers had suddenly begun to flash
“Patrol” in yellow, as had that of Fats.
“Lush,” Coggi waved. “You can handle the backwash on
those filters by yourself, right?”
Lush looked up from behind one of several long counters
supporting rows of young lettuce. He was a tall boy with a soft
manner. “You think so?” he asked, anxiously.
“Sure,” Coggi replied ... Then, quickly back tracked on
feeling an urge. “Lush, that's alright. No, you take a breather,” she
said apologetically. “We'll only be gone a few minutes.”
She turned, Fats following, down a leafy green passage
between a plantation of bananas and stepped through an airlock.
With a hiss the hatch in front of them swung open. Ahead was a
brightly lit tube connecting Ag Dome with the rest of the research
facility. The station was comprised of six corridors leading radially
out to work areas from a main, central housing, or Terminus, where
the galley was located – above which sat the Observation Deck.
The radial corridors were about 350 paces long, each connected half
way down by an arced service duct leading to the next radial.
I-Log X01-a: “Nice work, Xandra. But take it easy on the
enthusiasm, remember who you are dealing with, it's not just about
Coggi. Give her some reins, she should be able to handle things on
her own, now. Johnny confirms Wab Lab loop not yet unwound.
Allen.”
Coggi chirped up, “Hate those voices in my head. Comms
feeds make me woozy. That constant beeping. Don't you think,
Fats?” she commented, on hearing an 'All Call' from Deck.
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A shrug from Fats . . .
Then they heard Opus call in. Coggi smiled. Followed suit.
She continued, “I don't like thinking I'm talking, I like real
talking. You know, reaching out, touching and breathing. I want to
feel alive.” She strode ahead, swaths of wavy, brown hair bouncing
along behind her.
Fats was in his mid 30s. He wasn't fat, but he was short and
hunched slightly, which gave the impression that he was more
rotund than he actually was. “We all got a job,” he muttered.
“Think I prefer being a dim whit working in the Dome. I wouldn't
want to work in Ob Deck.”
“You're not a dim whit, Fats. Nobody's ever called you
that,” Coggi said, reaching the service hatch on the left and carrying
on in one breath ... “Corporal Coggi. Open!”
The hatch responded. They stepped in.
“So you don't like responsibility, I don't blame you.”
“I like plants,” Fats shrugged again. “There's a kind of
communication thing between me and them – not like talking or
thinking. You don't give them orders. You can't tell a plant what to
do. You work together, you help each other. They are like us,
friends, out here in the middle of nowhere. They need us and we
need them.”
“What about back home? You have friends?” Coggi asked.
“Mostly family, don't get to speak with many friends,” Fats
frowned. “But at least I get to chat once a month with Mom and my
brother, Daniel. Just seeing them is so great. And to watch
playbacks of them walking in the hills, with all those huge trees,
and a beautiful big, blue sky. I don't know how I would cope out
here if it wasn't for those family feeds.”
“You watch playbacks all the time?”
“Sure,” Fats said, “Don't you? I've got hundreds of them, I
never bin them, I keep them all, in numerical order.”
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Coggi turned to him. “So where do you live?”
“Drakeshead.”
“Oh, wow! We're practically neighbours,” Coggi smiled.
“Isn't that in GL9. Cos I'm from Geoffreys, you know ... GL12.”
“Were you born there?” Fats asked as they sauntered along.
“Dunno. My parents don't like talking about that. They
were born on Mars in SS1, but I don't know exactly when they were
relocated.”
“Strange,” Fats thought out loud, “My Mum never talks
about that either. Still, maybe I'll ask next time I get to go back on
vacation.”
“Yeah ...” Coggi hummed. “I'm so looking forward to mine.
Only 5 weeks away.”
Fats shook his head. “Me, too ... But I don't like getting put
in those sleep capsules and stuffed onto the shuttle like a vegetable.
What if something went wrong? They say we get four weeks back
home, and it takes two to get there. But we're always back in just a
few days – like we've been jipped.”
Coggi agreed. “I know what you mean ... But that's just a
temporal adjustment, that's how it is when you travel really fast for
long distances. Time stops in worm holes ... I read about it.
Otherwise we'd all get old really quickly and never see each other
again,” she bubbled on. “Wow, but doesn't it feel good when you
come back? All those memories: Home and family ... The sky ...
The smell of everything? Being outside, that's what I love, walking
barefoot in the sand; touching the clouds ... So much softness
everywhere. Not like here.”
She slowed up. They had walked the arc of the service duct.
Ahead of her was the corridor hatch.
“Captain,” Coggi called in.
“Go ahead.”
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“Emergency hatches have not been activated in secondary
duct. Everything appears to be in order. Reaching hatch to Ex Port
radial. Shall I open?”
“Affirmative.”
Coggi ordered and the hatch obliged. They stepped into a
corridor identical to the one before. Looked left towards the hatch
to Ex Port lounge. Then up towards Terminus.
She half sighed, “Captain, Ex Port radial clear.”
“Good,” he replied, looking at Wells. “We have comms with
the Lab.”
Ond turned back to Coggi's visual feed. “Go take a look in
the Ex Port lounge, see where those three have gotten to. Check if
there are any suits missing; they could still be out on extra-station
ops. Then report back.”
“Yes, Cap!” Coggi smirked, then lead off down the corridor.
“You know, Fats, I wish we were back home, I'm so fed up going
from hatch to hatch. Every twenty steps another hatch.”
“Your legs are shorter than mine. It's every fifteen for me.”
Coggi laughed. Then on a serious note. “It's not just that.
It's creepy here, like we have no privacy. Ob Deck can see and hear
everything. We're human beings, not robots.”
Fats shrugged. “We can hear the beeping in our heads when
the feed is active – so ..?”
“Yes, but why can't we see The Captain and Wells? It's not
fair. They can see everything. You know, we're not in the military
anymore, this is a research base, he just thinks he's still a captain
but he's not, really. He is probably looking through me right now.
He's in my head, he's in my face ...”
Fats said, “He can't hear you now. You are not talking to
him, your implant knows that, you're talking to me. Do you hear
any beeping?”
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“... No,” Coggi moaned, “It's just – I don't know – it feels
like he's in my head ... Or someone is.”
I-Log X01-a: “Xandra. Allen. Coggi is responding well.
Give her full autonomy. 50 seconds to lowering threshold and gate
closure. Xandra, prepare for withdrawal from TII ... Johnny. Work
with Lush in the coming days; we should be able to raise his
insecurities with some presets.”
Coggi reached the hatch to Ex Port lounge and it swung
open on command. Directly to their left, lying slightly atilt on a
bench, were two bodies dressed in red, that of Chips and Soto.
They appeared unconscious. Fats rushed forwards, but an arm
swung out quickly to stop him. Coggi was looking at another body
sitting cross-legged in the middle of the white lounge. It was Junks,
he seemed preoccupied, had not looked up when the hatch opened.
“Junks,” she asked, “You alright? What's the matter?”
He did not immediately respond.
Coggi pushed Fats back and stepped carefully towards
Junks. “What's with Soto and Chips?” she asked.
“Oh,” Junks said, “They're just tired. Sleeping, I guess.”
Coggi knelt down beside Junks. “Hey, man, get it together,
we were worried about you guys. Why the silence?”
Abruptly, and without warning, an arm reached up behind
her. Coggi was taken by surprise, it all happened so fast. She was
grabbed by the head, another hand rising from his lap. It was
gripping the handle of a long, six inch needle. It rose up towards
her face, and in one movement, with no hesitation, Junks thrust the
needle into her left eye, pulling forwards with the other arm to
insure maximum penetration.
Coggi froze ... Choked, then began quivering ... Gasped but
could not scream.
Junks looked up into her glazed right eye, grinned widely,
and with a grotesque voice that Xandra did not recognise, said:
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“Well, hello beautiful. I was expecting you ... Eventually. Can I
come in?”
I-Log X02: “Entry accepted. Up link successful. ASL
installation complete. Sustaining personnel implant circuitry
overload. Mortality rate 98 percent ... 99 ... now 100. We have
acquired Orbiter network CY714. Configuring by-pass feed to
Central Hub CY7. All Logs wiped. Out.”
* * *
With the creation of 'White Hole' technology early in the
22nd Century, the human solar system, SS1, finally had a solution
to over population. Hyper-drives and radiation sails, used to
navigate between planets, gave way to a simpler, easier, cheaper
form of space travel: Worm Holes. Horizons were thus, limitless;
the galaxy theirs for the taking. Within two hundred years, 15 solar
systems had been colonised, and within another two, 46 supported
human life. As yet, no other life-forms had been encountered, other
than microbial species and certain algae, mainly in large bodies of
gaseous sulphur, liquid methane or water. Two planets had thus far
given up secrets of past life: Petrified remains of certain skeletal
creatures had been found, fossilised imprints of crustaceans, too,
but no technical constructions, no remnants of sophisticated
equipment – nothing to suggest high intelligence had ever evolved
elsewhere.
Terra-forming was the way forwards. Most solar systems
had one or two planets fit for habitation and humans found it hard to
live without the old customs: Trees, grass and pets. So that's what
they did. They turned every planet available into another Earth,
while those less hospitable were colonised by modular base stations
and mined. In truth, mineral extraction was the prize, the periodic
table having to be re-written every twenty years or so, just to keep
up with demand. Minerals were far more valuable, more cost
effective to extract and more useful than vegetable matter.
Nevertheless, humans liked their greens.
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ASL did not concur. They were a ruthless cult of
mythologists. Believers only in SS1, that humans were never
intended for life off Earth. “The Society” was to be taken down.
Had it been, SHORT STRAW - J
I-Log J01: “Johnny going TII with Opus in the Waste and
Bio-fuels Lab. Will try and break the loop in conversation by
adding the line, 'Read the manual'. Phie needs to be monitored for
signs of stress, she has a knack for slipping into dissociation. I will
be concentrating on her well-being above all else. I am least
concerned for Opus. He is one of the oldest, his coding is very
stable and multi-tasking. I will then suggest a visit to Observation
Deck for a group assembly to ensure fluid progress is restored
throughout. Lt. Allen will be my observer through Lynn; Xandra
observing with Coggi in Agricultural Dome, and Paighton observes
the Deck through Ond and Wells ...”
“What's the procedure?”
“We follow procedure.”
“What's the procedure?”
“We read the manual.”
“What's the pro' – manual ..? Oh right!” Phie exclaimed.
“Funny, I was just thinking: What's the procedure?”
“We follow the procedure.”
What's the procedure?”
“Phie ..? The manual.”
“What? The manual ..?”
“Yes. That's the procedure,” Opus smiled obliquely, was
unsure what had just happened. “The manual will tell us.”
“Gosh, Opus. I forgot about the manual. I was listening to
the bells,” Phie responded; looked around. “Can you hear them? I
love music, so soothing ... Like birds flying about and they're all
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carrying their own little note and going up and down, this way and
that ...”
“Those are the birds in the screen over there, Phie,” Opus
pointed with raised eyebrows. “It's just the manual calling for your
attention.”
Phie grinned. “Right. Silly me. I knew I'd heard that song
before.”
Quickly, a dreamy expression faded and with the flick of a
deep, red ponytail a bright, young, chemistry graduate, dressed in a
shimmering, white body-suit, was facing her screen on the wall.
Opus was tall, fair, of Nordic descent, so his ancestral line
indicated. Though born on a planet many light years from such a
lineage, he still felt it significant. Everyone thought very highly of
Opus, they trusted him. He was intimidatingly big but as gentle as a
ventilation breeze. His paternal manner was always reassuring.
Especially to Coggi. She felt something more for him, she wasn't
sure what. Though unaware, her mind and her body were out of
sync'; that was unfortunately how it was supposed to be, due to
certain restrictions in her programming. SAPs were not allowed to
become intimate with each other, but that didn't stop Coggi from
pushing the boundaries of curiosity.
“Ok,” Phie pipped up, controlling images on the screen with
immaculate ocular dexterity. “Reading manual, section S24 –
Function A3. Termination of Security Lock-down.”
She then began:
“Action 01. Check by pass nodes.”
“Checked!” Chrome replied.
Phie chuckled, went on:
“Action 02. Switch to automatic fuel control.”
“Switched.” Lynn lowered a hand.
“Action 03. Log date and time. Oh ..! I do that,” she
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grabbed her pony tail and started sucking on it affectionately with
big, rosy lips. “... Logged.”
She let go of her ponytail.
“Action 04. Open comms. There,” she laughed, “Funny, it's
always the same, but I can just never remember.”
“What?” said Chrome.”
“The procedure.”
“What procedure?”
Opus raised an eyebrow and shook his head. “Ok, everyone,
that's enough. I'll call in to Ob Deck, then we can finish up here.
Look at the time. Soon be lunch.”
He lifted himself out of a chair. Stared at the radial hatch.
Frowned, and blinked, expecting a beeping sound in his head to
validate the link. There it was. He patched in his crew, waiting,
then, for the voices in his head.
“Opus! We have your feed,” Wells came through. “I guess
everything went smoothly?”
“Yes, as per,” he said. “Cells re-located, and new batch in
process. We'll be up to Galley in a few minutes. I'll chute up to Ob
Deck, on our way by.”
“Opus,” Captain Ond cut in, “We've heard nothing from
Junks and his crew since they left for extra hull inspection. Have
you seen them on the outside?”
The big man looked around the Lab: “Anyone?” His
question was met with silence and shaking heads. “No, no sign of
them around the Lab, Captain. We should contact Ag Dome, see if
they know anything?”
“Sergeant Opus. I am in command up here. Are you
questioning my abilities?” Ond growled. “Ag Dome has already
been contacted. They've seen nothing of them, either. They were
tasked with sounding on the Dome superstructure, but received no
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response. I'm sending Coggi down the service duct to Ex Port
radial.”
Opus turned, dropped his head. “Right, Sir ...”
It gave Johnny a moment to reflect. He nudged a bit.
Opus then, looking up, scanned his crew. “I have an idea ...
Lynn's the programmer. Maybe it's an error in the comms system
and not a downed feed from Junks. I'll bring her up on Deck.”
“Do you mind if I give the orders around here?” the Captain
snapped back.
“No, Captain. It was a suggestion. Sorry, I guess I'm ...
Well, a little worried.”
“Aren't we all ... Alright, bring Lynn up with you, see what
she can figure out.”
I-Log J01-p: “Paighton here. Deck to Dome comms loop is
unwound, fluid progress restored. Xandra concurs. Way to go,
Johnny! We had some corrupt code ... Now resolved.”
I-Log J01-a: “Johnny, Allen. You are having a hard time
with Ond. The Captain is not easy to work with, that was his
program mandate, after all. As you know, their character
parameters are narrower than ours, SAPs being less flexible,
though just as complex, and Ond in particular. Let's bring you out
of Opus to observation status only and retro-mem the Captain's last
order, in case Opus's recollections were wiped by your intervention.
Lowering threshold for TII withdrawal ... Johnny, gate to minimum
in 30 seconds.”
A few minutes later Opus and Lynn flew up the counter-coil
chute to Ob Deck. Wells beckoned them over. She was small and
slim inside her dark blue suit, olive skinned with straight black hair
that barely reached her shoulders. She was, as always, in that
swivel chair in front of a colorful, crystal console. Her feet never
quite touched the floor, she would use her hands on the console
mount to spin herself around ... Sometimes just for fun, if the
Captain wasn't looking. She was central in the Ob Deck platform,
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while Captain Ond's console was up against the external viewing
sheet, a panoramic window that stretched around the deck, giving
him, from his seat, views of Ag Dome, passed Ex Port, to the
Machine Port complex. The transparent viewing sheet was dotted
with luminous symbols and flickering shapes, outlining active
features, station structures and external equipment that could be
examined upon request: Stats mostly, pressure readings and
operating functions, that locked to a viewer's perspective, wherever
they were positioned on Deck.
Opus nodded to Wells and went over to Ond. Lynn gave
Wells a little hug and leaned over the console. Lynn was tall by
contrast, with short, fair hair; her face splattered with large freckles
that concentrated around jutting cheek bones. Her striking, green
eyes were as vibrant as the dazzling switches in the console before
her.
“Opus, what's with you?” the Captain spoke. “You were out
of line, talking like that.”
“Well ... I ...” the big man stumbled. He was having
difficulty understanding. “I don't really remember exactly –”
“Oh, don't give me that excuse. It's one thing having a
personal chat, but over comms you should show more respect.”
“I guess I wasn't myself, Captain ... I don't know. Sorry.”
Ond looked up. “Ok, so Coggi and her crew have completed
the backwash, and are headed for Ex Port. Coggi wants to speak to
you. She's on that feed,” he pointed up to a screen. “I'm going to
contact Central Hub and make my midday report.”
Opus raised his head. Blinked at the screen. He was tall
enough that he didn't have to look up. Said, “Coggi, hi ... It's me.
You doing OK?”
“Opus ... Opus, yeah ... Hi. I'm fine. Kind of worried
about Chips and them, though. Like, they just vanished.” She was
standing at the end of the secondary service duct, looking at her
reflection in the small window of Ex Port radial hatch, so he could
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see her, too.
Opus acknowledged. “Lynn is up here with Wells. It could
be a network glitch. That's what the Captain is looking at first. I'll
see you in the Galley for lunch.”
Coggi bounced back. “Sure. Wait..! Listen, Opus. We
should take one of the scoots tomorrow and go out to that ridge
where we found all the fine grit. The Dome filters are going to need
refilling soon and our stocks are getting low. It'll be fun, too!”
“Sure. I'd like that.”
“Oh,” said Coggi, “And tell the Captain we have reached Ex
Port radial. Everything in order.”
“Will do. See you in a bit.”
He blinked, turned to Ond as if to speak, but a sudden
screech from Lynn cut him in mid thought –
Opus dashed over to Wells's console even before Ond had
risen from his chair.
“What is it?” he spoke with concern.
“There's ... There's something in there,” Lynn stammered, “I
felt it ... Like a real thing, a person. There's someone in the
system.”
“Like what?” The Captain barked.
“I don't know ... It felt human. I was using my comms
internal port to navigate and look for variances, and this thing ...
this voice just started chattering ... like playing around, switching
things about. It wasn't one of us.”
Opus urged her, “Are you sure?”
“Yes, I'm sure,” Lynn said, sitting down in Wells's chair.
She was shivering. She was confused, but went on, anyway,
“Whatever it was had come through Junk's feed, I could see the
light relays routing to his module processor.”
“Did this thing see you?” Opus asked, gently.
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“No. I told you. Why don't you listen to me? I was using
my comms port, so my module would have been inactive.”
Opus had a hand on her shoulder. Her technical jargon was
beyond his understanding, so he tried to smooth out the edges. “OK,
good. Just tell us what you can. And try to explain in simple
language, for us ordinary humans.”
Lynn gripped her knees. Began with, “You see, there's
another tier of programs and connectivity above our system
network, which I don't have access to, but this thing was trying to
get up there, get through ... Trying to open a route,” she gasped, a
panic enveloping her. “What is going on? There are things in the
system. Like, other people ... They could be dangerous. They
could get into our heads ... The implants, you know. Opus, I'm
scared.”
“Captain?” Opus turned.
Ond seemed confused, twitched.
“What are you thinking, Opus?”

Returned the question.

“I say we all get up here, everyone accounted for and then
we shut down the entire system. We can run most survival ops
manually. Then we search for Junks. Isn't that right, Wells?”
“Yes, Opus. But manual control of a station this size will
stretch our resources. It'll be hard work with the short staff we
have.”
Lynn, then, with a thought of her own: “And what do we do
when we find Junks?”
The Captain, sternly. “We restrain him until we can ascertain
what is going on. Opus will lead a team immediately after lunch to
locate Junks and his crew.”
“Captain,” Opus beckoned him to one side. Whispered,
“We must take out his implant. Like Lynn was saying, if that's how
this thing got in to our system, through comms... Well?”
“Wouldn't Junks die?”
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“No, it's just an optotronic device. Humans can live without
them ... We always did, in the past.”
The Captain turned. “Alright, we will consider removal of
his implant. But first I need orders from Central Hub. Wells?”
“Sir?”
“What's the procedure?”
“I'll check, Sir.”
“Hurry up, Wells?”
“... Sir! Implant removal can only be done from Med centre
in Quarters. It is a system controlled procedure. Personnel do not
have the authority or the means to perform the task without
clearance.”
The Captain blinked at a screen.
Coggi, return to Terminus.”

Twitched. “Corporal

“But, we're right here, at Ex Port hatch?” Coggi moaned.
“Coggi..!”
“... Sir.”
I-Log J02: “Johnny confirming. No sign of a loop reform
anywhere. Functionality fluid and progressive.”
I-Log J02-a: “All crew, Allen. Terminate observations,
immediately. Lowering threshold in 20 seconds. Now, listen up. If
they were to remove Junks's implant he would die ... That must not
happen. I will respond with a negative to the request in Ond's
report. Meanwhile, where is Junks? He's still not on grid. Johnny,
run Lynn's hook up through Diagnostics, and a visual simulation
back to us ... Maybe we'll get some clue as to what is going on.”
I-Log J03: “Johnny with affirmative. From the flags
showing in the switching circuits, looks like Junks is hold up in
Extraction Port lounge. I can request Maintenance bypass the
radial port, hatch sensors. The visual board is crude, but could
show us if Junks is in there. Another thing: For some reason I
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can't see his mapping ... Like, Junks is not linked. That's why he's
not showing up on grid.”
I-Log J03-p: “Paighton here, what's going on? I'm reading
back logs and I don't get it.”
I-Log J03-a: “Nor do we. But it appears that someone or
some thing may have breached the SAP network and is trying to get
up here. Diagnostics is showing that the intruder was patching
through SAP link ups, possibly trying to locate a TII in progress.
Could be, this closed loop we've been dealing with was
orchestrated by the intruder or a worm to initiate a response from
us. We will take a short lunch break. Then observe the Opus
search party. Allen.”
I-Log MTH29:
“Link to CL, from Maintenance.
Transferring visual feed from Extraction Port hatch, internal
sensor: Is this who you are looking for? See what he's got in his
hand? Looks like an ocular needle probe.”
I-Log MTH29-a: “Thanks, Hillary. Allen …”
I-Log J03-p: “Paighton, thinking this could only mean one
thing. Someone is TII with Junks. Wanting to use that needle. It's
a medical tool for examining implants, connected to the user's
implant by proxy. Good thing Coggi didn't go in there ... Or did
she? Xandra ..?”
I-Log J03-x: “OK, guys. I'm here, everything cool. Coggi
is showing on the grid, heading for Galley with Fats.”
Silence. Then:
Log CLA44: “Lt. Allen – CY714. Station Alert! Station
Alert! All departments: Assembly Deck Meeting, 1430 hours.
Schedule skeleton crew. Do not be late. No excuses. We have a
breach of security and extra network intrusion. See attached
Brief.”
The lieutenant patched out. Looked around. Said, “Could
someone else on board be doing this?”
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Johnny leaned forwards, his palm-console sliding silently
sideways. “Only Maintenance have similar, immersion interfaces.
But there Autonomons are just simple machines by comparison. No
one there has our training in TII.”
“Well,” added Xandra, “Services can easily find out. Their
IT crew should be able to locate any cross links between networks.”
“Paighton ..?” Lt. Allen shifted his gaze.
“Sounds to me like an external hack ... How? No idea.”
Allen replied. “If he or it can breach one SAP's protocols,
then he could presumably TII with any other on Base.”
“Not at the same time,” Xandra said. “And, what would be
the point?”
Johnny again: “Could be more than one bug.”
“Oh, great. Trust you to freak us all out,” Paighton grunted.
Then with a thought, “This bug seems to know what we are doing.
Do you think he's reading our Logs?”
“Not possible. There is no comms link between Base and
Orbiter networks.” Allen was shaking his head.
Xandra, with a frown, was also shaking her head. “What I
don't get is, why it choose Junks. It would have been much more
beneficial to have chosen one of the girls. They are more sociable
and would have been easier targets with more likelihood of being in
company when one of us was TII with another.”
“Shhh! Miss curly. Don't give him any ideas,” Paighton
quipped.
“I know!” Johnny burst out, was staring at Allen. “Junks
was rescheduled; his vacation was brought forward. Remember, a
few weeks back we noticed a code error in his implant, but each
time we rectified it, the damn thing surfaced again. Maintenance
was going to swap out his implant for a new one.”
“Yes,” Lt. Allen agreed. “It was a playback glitch.
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He

couldn't watch some of his family feeds ... Was getting pretty
upset.”
“An Achilles heel,” Xandra exclaimed. “This bug is no
dummy, Allen.”
“Hum. He might also have shut down Soto and Chips.
There's no up-link from their main circuits to BL, just a down-link
feed, so no one would know how it happened, unless one of them
was in Med centre for a check up. Bionic has up-links but they are
all corporal ...” Lt. Allen paused in thought, was now nodding.
Added, “Switch system monitors to 'Alert'. Lets get some lunch ...”
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Chapter Three
Then again, it might have been, SHORT STRAW - P
I-Log P01: “Paighton going TII with Captain Ond and
limited observation status with Wells. I will try and open the loop
by relaxing pressure between the Captain and Coggi. Will consider
Ond's position of authority, but won't go too easy on Coggi or she
could flip; she's very astute. I will also press Wells for action on
the Lab feed, but mindful of her young nature, we might create a
diversion there. Lt. Allen will be my 'catch all'; Xandra you are
observing through Coggi in the Dome, and Johnny with Opus in
Wab Lab ...”
“Corporal Coggi, I am your commanding officer,” Ond said
sternly while looking directly at her through the Ag Dome's visual
feed, “Now, get on with it.”
“But Sir, They went to the Extraction Port earlier to do their
external hull inspection,” Coggi replied. She was adamant.
Wells interrupted. “Listen you guys, that secondary service
duct leads directly from your corridor to the Ex Port radial, so it
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makes sense that you just run a routine recce.”
“But even if they were in the service ducts we would still
have comms with them,” Coggi pointed out. She hated having to
think her words. She felt it confining, wanted to hear her own voice
echo in the surrounds of a familiar setting. But that was comms if
you wanted to talk to someone in another location ... All in the
mind.
Ond again, “It's either that or they're still up on the Dome,
checking panels.”
“I did that, yes ... Dammit – I ... I don't ... get it. I mean ...
Why no comms?”
“Coggi. We are in 'lock down'. Do as you are ordered.
Now, get down that duct.”
“Sir? Captain! What? Lock Down is just for Wab Lab. It's
not station wide. You're talking to me, aren't you?”
Paighton was fighting to hold on, through Ond. “If there is a
failure in one of the service ducts or radials during lock down,
comms are automatically disengaged, until either I or Wells reinitiate from Deck.”
Coggi, now, more than confused. “You mean in the event of
an emergency, comms are cut, and we're on our own?”
“Listen, Coggi, not everything has to –”
“I'm listening. Excuse me! I don't like what I'm hearing.”
Coggi was getting quite agitated. “You are making me feel bad, like
... Why ..? Why don't you answer me? You're not making any
sense. Do an 'All Call' or something. I don't understand ... I don't
know ... I just ..!”
“Corporal.” Ond's head twitched. “Orders do not always
have to make –”
“Please!” Coggi interrupted. “I'm not a Corporal, not any
more. Captain ... Sir! I'm a freaking biologist,” she screamed,
audibly, while looking around at blank stares from Fats and Lush.
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I-Log P01-a:
“ALERT.
Xandra.
TII, immediate
intervention. Threshold rising. Hold Coggi under sedation code
'one-four-two'. Paighton. Redirect. Look for alternative avenues.
Talk to Wells ... Quickly!”
“... Officer Wells, I am asking for your lead. Try an 'all call'
through comms,” the Captain ordered, politely. “We might
accidentally break through to Junks that way. Take your time,
precision is vital. Don't feel like you are under pressure. Accuracy
before action.”
“Sir.” Wells responded, looking at him with curious
affection, she had never heard that tone before. Then, spinning
around in her chair with gust; “Just a second, I can do this without
the manual, I've run the practice drills many times.” She raised a
palm to her console and it lit up on command:
“Deck open. 'All Call' to station personnel,” she sang with
peculiar distinction. “Immediate response, please. Around the
clock, starting with Mac Port ..?”
A pause ...
Then Wells ... Excited. “Sir, getting a comms link initiation
with Wab Lab.”
“Opus! We have your feed,” Wells spoke again. “I guess
everything went smoothly?”
“Yes, Wells. Cell relocation complete. Although we did
have a small problem with procedure at the end. All sorted. Phie
has it fixed. We will be done here and heading for Galley in about
10 minutes.”
Captain Ond looked up at Ag Dome screen: “OK. Coggi,
you need not respond to the 'All Call', just bring your crew up for
lunch break, now.”
“But it's only 1140 hours. We never get to break till
midday,” came back the characteristic, Coggi response.
The Captain, shaking his head: “Just do as I say. We will
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have a full personnel conference in the Galley in ten minutes. We
need to put our heads together and find Junks.”
“Sir. Understood,” was the reply, a smile creeping out
between Xandra's cheeks.
I-Log P01-a: “Thank you, Paighton, nice deviation. Close
call. Withdraw to observation status while they have lunch, and
Retro-mem Ond so he knows what he just ordered.”
I-Log P02: “Damn, Coggi is a bright spark. She really got
me good. Paighton is enormously impressed. It was her idea,
Xandra, that 'All Call' ... She put it in my head.”
I-Log P02-a: “Xandra, stay in TII with Coggi until she is
comfortable in the Galley. Let's keep an eye on progress, everyone.
Allen ...”
Captain Ond strode up to the Galley table, Wells in tow
slapped with an ever-so-proud grin. He sat at the head. As always,
Ag crew was on the right with Wells, Lab crew on the left. The foot
of the table, where Maintenance would have sat, was empty. From
the table emerged their lunch, each confronted with a tray upon
which sat a rectangular, brown block and some brightly colored
liquid in a holder. The automated kitchen created three meals a day
from vegetable matter supplied by Ag Dome, together with mineral
elements and catalysts from the Lab. SAPs, though largely alloysynthetic, did have a circulatory system in which traveled
genetically programmed, single-celled organisms, that required both
oxygen and nutrition.
Three souls were not present – the Captain's concern.
“Okay, give me your crew details for this afternoon. Coggi
first.”
“Captain, we have an elevator coming in to Shut Bay at
1330 hours, so we are preparing containers and getting produce
packed up. The JC320 Auto Units are operational and we set the
floor motivators running in primary service duct when we passed
by. We will be on time, but busy until 1430 for final load up and
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departure.” She paused. Then, “Oh, and the shuttle is homeward
bound, as always, so if anyone has any family files or playbacks to
send, you'd best feed them to the SB Message Server by 1300. Of
course, a Shuttle returns at 1700 with re-supply containers and
wrappings, but that's fully automated. I just have to be on sight to
observe.”
“... Opus?”
“Captain, we are pretty much freed up. We had a hard
morning, now it's just a matter of keeping an eye on the new batch
process, but that's largely a system monitor. Latest fuel cells are in
position. The Lab is running through auto-sanitation as we speak.
Tomorrow we will begin new cell, terminal clamping. This
afternoon we can ease off ... Take inventory.”
“Think again,” the Captain responded. “We've had no word
from Junks or his crew, Ag Dome are obligated, so you lot will
assist in the search.”
Opus spoke up, “It could be a network or comms glitch,
maybe Lynn could look into system performance?”
Ond shifted in his seat. “That's never happened before,
whereas, crew forgetting their priorities is a casual occurrence.” He
was old and could feel it. He scratched a grizzled-gray brow above
his dark brown face. It was lined with depressing experience. He
stared at his tray. Took a spoon and forced down a mouthful.
Where it was all going he had no idea.
“Happy to help, Sir.” Opus responded.
“Good. Get down to Mac Port as soon after lunch as
possible. I suggest we do a sweep of the exterior, I've never trusted
those outboard scanners. Take two scoots and pair up. One
clockwise, one anticlockwise. A thorough recce, under every
conduit, sweeping the radials and towers and behind every thermal
converter. Then we can be sure they are in station and not off base.
All vehicles in Mac Port are accounted for so Junks can't have left
the perimeter.”
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“Yes, Sir.”
“And I want a visual feed to myself and Wells, throughout,”
the Captain added.
Opus nodded. Then looked around the table. He was a little
concerned about Phie, she was flighty and easily distracted, but
Lynn was a strong woman he could trust. He made his choice:
“Lynn, you and Chrome ride C. Me and Phie will go anti-C.”
A man with silver hair looked up from his tray. Nodded.
No emotion was forthcoming. That was to be expected of Chrome.
He rarely spoke and rarely expressed outwardly any internal
thought process, but he was straight as a laser when it came to
performance.
“Sure, Opus,” Lynn responded, while Phie – smiling –
jogged up and down in her chair.
Coggi became uncomfortable. She didn't understand, only
that something was not right.
“I'm the one who should ride with Opus,” she blurted out.
“We always ride together ...” Paused in thought, then, “We collect
minerals and check the pumps and things. Yeah ... Phie can do the
Shuttle inventory and I'll go with Opus.” She smiled radiantly, sat
back in her chair, happy to have got it out. Confused but relieved.
Captain Ond objected. “Coggi, what are you talking about?
You head the Ag Dome, that's your responsibility.”
“Well, Phie could do it, just this once,” Coggi groaned, then
looked over at Phie questioningly ...
Getting nothing, she carried on. “Or ... Or Lynn and Phie
could ride together, yes, cos they always do things together.”
Ond shook his head. “Corporal, you are obviously stressed.
I order you to have an examination tomorrow morning ... After you
have completed your tasks, report to Med centre, 1000 hours.”
I-Log P02-a: “Xandra, are you getting this?”
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I-Log P02-x: “Yes, Allen. Isn't she cute ..?”
I-Log P02-a: “Xandra, fix it. She is messing with
everyone's head. I've told you before. She might act up in her next
monthly assessment with the doctors. Something might pop out and
they could easily ask us to take her down, possibly for good ...
Now. Johnny and Paighton, go grab some lunch but get back here
within half an hour. Xandra, stay in observation status. Send a
'standby' when Opus is heading out with his crew. I have a meeting
to attend. Allen …”
Twenty minutes later.
I-Log P03: “Lt. Allen. Paighton logging in, again. Johnny
patched, too.”
I-Log P03-a: “Thank you. Details as follows: We are
going to observe this extra station search. Junks is not on grid and
his CL mapping is unresponsive. That is worrying. I want Johnny
back in limited observation status with Ond, as usual. Paighton, I
want you in TII with Opus and in limited observation with Phie.
She's your speciality and the youngest. Both of you be ready for
immediate intervention if need be. We don't know what is going on
and we need to be ready for anything. I will observe through
Chrome ...”
1240 hours, and a huge, rectangular hangar known as
Machine Port complex, or Mac Port, engulfed four small bodies
emerging from a hatch. The vacuous space was clean and gray.
Yellow chevrons were everywhere on the floor, leading equipment,
vehicles or personnel from one section to another. Green lights
flashed in various locations, a system satisfactory indicator. Rows
of platforms either side of them ran the length of the walls, each
with various red, RC380 Auto Units and supporting appendages
hanging idly, anticipating action, a repair, a service maybe.., but
none were operating. Boots echoed with each step, as they strode
towards the gear lounge for 'suit up'. They passed two large, mining
vehicles; monstrous, dark pyramids somehow sustained motionless
by counter-coils, in silence above the floor. They were Mac crew's
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toys, deployed when Central Hub authorised planetary surface
probing for mineral deposits.
Next to the lounge where they were headed were four
transparent air locks, each with a floating scoot. The name was a
throw back to a 20th Century mode of transport, when actually
scoots looked nothing like their ancestors. They were short tubes,
about three inches in diameter and a foot long, that extended
telescopically from their rest position to support a rider or riders
between the legs. Suits worn by the riders interacted with the
scoots; a rider's seat was the suit, attaching or detaching as need be.
Control was via neural implants.
Opus and Phie were first out. The port openings were about
fifteen feet off the ground. Opus took their scoot out about 100
yards and then dropped to the surface. Their legs touched down and
the scoot instantly retracted to rest position. The smooth surface
cracked like glass beneath their feet as they stepped to one side
across the planet surface. Lynn and Chrome followed, landing
beside them.
“System check, please, Lynn.
should?”

Everything reading as

“Yes, Opus,” Lynn replied. “Flying like a comet. Energy
levels at 98.6 percent; counter-coils stable with command reaction
time of less than point zero one three.”
“Good,” replied Opus. “Don't forget scoot clearances: No
flying within 100 feet of servers, towers or between optotronic
relays. They are all clearly marked in yellow, so mind how you go.
Report anything unusual and keep your comms open at all times.
We'll check out Mac Port and Terminus. You guys go on to
Quarters and then Wab Lab. Ag Dome is off limits due to its sensor
array. If we meet up there, make final approach at an altitude of
500 feet.”
Lynn nodded as she was being lifted away. Phie watched
them depart, out into that shimmering green atmosphere of tiny
suspended, crystalline dust. Jagged hills rose up in the distance
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ahead of them, dazzling with shades of green from dim light that
bounced off the surface of the planet to the stratosphere and back
again. What light could get through at the poles became trapped in
a never ending circuit, swirling about the planet, nothing to absorb
it, just to be reflected back and forth, this way and that, as if forever.
Phie was reminiscing: “Like being underwater,” her sister had said
in one of their family feeds from home. How cool, to be
surrounded by little fishes and things, swimming all around. Not
like here, no life here ...
Phie woke up. “Green is not my favourite colour. I like
blue. Do you have a favourite colour, Opus?”
“Well ... I'm not sure. I've ... Er, never really thought about
it. Guess I like orange,” he said, without really knowing why.
Phie shook her head, “No, your eyes are orange. That's
cheating.”
Paighton smiled. So did Opus, who then raised his hand
with a nod. “Ready?”
“Right. Yup,” she chirped. “Eyes up and bio-scopes active
in my visor. If they're out here we'll spot them.”
The scoot responded, linked and they were away, whisked
up and over the giant hangar in seconds. Opus steadied the scoot
and they began a grid search of the roof, up and down, looking
between ducts and conduits with each pass, staying at a clearance
height of 50 feet. They dropped down over the adjoining workshop,
across the gear lounge roof and then ran up and down the corridor
to Terminus. As they passed Ob Deck, Phie's visor illuminated with
a hit, picking out Wells and Ond. Then on down beneath the Mac
Port hangar, searching among the struts and supporting legs.
“Report,” barked the Captain.
Opus responded. “No hits, as yet.”
“... Lynn?”
“Same here, no hits at Quarters or the Lab,” she came back.
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“Heading for Shut Bay.”
Opus turned towards the tertiary service duct leading to Ex
Port corridor, ran under it then banked towards the side of Ex Port
lounge. It was a much smaller building and within seconds they
were rising to a row of round windows dotting the oval structure.
They reached elevation and levelled out. Opus looked ahead while
Phie was peering in to each window as they passed.
Suddenly her visor ignited. “I got 'em, I got 'em! It's Chips
and Soto. They're in the lounge, not suited up. Looks like they're ...
sleeping ... Huh?”
“... And Junks?” The Captain was staring at Phie's feed.
“Can't see, we'll keep looking.”
Opus sped the scoot around to the other side of the sphere so
Phie could look in from the opposite angle.
Her head was bobbing up and down. “I'm not seeing him in
the lounge, he may be in the airlock. But there are no windows in
it, and my bio-scope can't see through the hull. Opus, what shall we
do?”
Through Opus, Paighton turned to look back at Phie. At that
exact moment he caught sight of something to his side, flying off
the roof. He saw Phie's horrified look just before an impact
slammed into his suit. She could see flailing arms and this suited
maniac on Opus's back, one arm around his neck, another trying to
connect something to his suit. Then Opus ejected, the two bodies
disappearing before her eyes, descending ten feet to the surface and
crashing in a shroud of splinters. Opus was now on top of his
attacker, who Paighton could see was Junks. He seemed limp, was
not fighting back. Opus had him locked up tight.
I-Log P03-a: “Paighton. Get a hold of Junks, suggest entry
through the Ex Port air-lock, then pull out to observation with
Opus. Playback the attack for retro-mem. Allen.”
Phie struggled to control the scoot and was yelling: “Help!
Captain, are you getting this? What should I do? Opus has
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gone ...”
The Captain replied, firmly, “Phie. Get back to Mac Port
right away. Lynn and Chrome are on their way. They can handle
the situation.”
“But, sir. I can't see Mac Port,” Phie screamed. “Where is
it ..? My visor is flashing, I don't understand. Where do I go? It's
all so green and horrible out here. Help someone ... Please!” she
begged as the scoot began spiralling out of control.
Phie and her scoot were ascending, spinning, they seemed
unconnected by thought, yet it was simply her command. Though
she did not know it, she was asking for release, a freedom that
would put her above her peril, she wanted to rise above the
moment, dislocate from terror. And the scoot simply obliged.
I-Log P03-a: “ALERT. Gate Closure on Opus. Paighton.
TII, immediate with Phie. Take control, run through things with
her, but quickly, and get her back before she goes into shock.
Allen ...”
Coggi was first down Ex Port radial to the hatch. She
lunged in and raced up to Opus who was standing at the far end of
the lounge having just been discharged from sanitation in the
airlock. Behind her, Wells and Fats dropped, kneeling in front of
Chips and Soto, shaking them, trying to get a response.
“Opus,” Coggi cried, “Are you OK? Are you hurt?”
“No, Coggi, I'm fine, just a little upset with this one,” he
replied, raising an arm that had a limp figure on the end, dangling
from his hand. “What's with Junks, anyway?”
“I don't understand,” Coggi said, putting a hand on the big
man's chest, “Nobody does. This has never happened before. Med
centre will fix him up, I'm sure. Maybe he snapped, you know,
living out here far from home can do that.”
She looked down at Junks.
Opus was looking at Coggi. He said, “I'll take him down
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there. The restraints will keep him from wandering off again while
we figure out what to do.”
Coggi turned on hearing some laughter behind her. It was
Chips and Soto, they were coming around.
I-Log P03-a: “Limited observations discontinued for
Johnny and Xandra. Thresholds lowering. Paighton stay TII with
Phie. Gentle with her, I know you can do it. She has little
emotional integrity. Work with her anxieties, sedation if necessary.
Allen.”
Phie reached Mac Port and was flown in by her guardian
angel. All Paighton's female skills at persuasion were now needed.
Phie was a wreck. Paighton escorted her gently to Mess Hall in
Quarters. There, she suggested Phie take a moment to pause and
reflect. Paighton, through Phie, took out a whiteboard and asked
the table for some paint and a brush. What was she feeling? As if
Phie had thought of it herself she obliged, sat down and began
drawing out a sketch, just as she had been taught in 'art
appreciation' classes. It was a classic routine, a method used to
reduce stress and induce factual memories rather than falsehoods.
Phie was crying, tears dripping down and splattering on her work,
but she continued, wanted to draw what she could remember, now,
before it all got swept away in some ghastly, never ending
nightmare.
Once completed Phie sat back, was no longer crying, was
absorbing what she had achieved, liked what she was seeing.
Paighton, too, amazed by her touch; Phie really was an
extraordinarily gifted artist. As her codes indicated, Phie was all
about geometry and perspective. Should Paighton re-formulate her
to be more lucid and coherent in thought? She believed not. This
was Phie, in all her individual glory, and messing with her artistic
attributes would only tip a balance, one that was unnecessarily
cruel. Taking away her subjectivity might increase her cognitive
awareness, make her more like others. Was that the objective? No.
SAPs were not clones, too easy to spot. CL mandate required subtle
nuances in personality.
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SAPs were, as everyone knew, military hardware. Though
no one wanted to admit, it was more than likely, once an SAP
reached a certain maturity, they would be relieved from CL and sent
to some dark outpost to serve as covert personnel, in the most
hostile environments facing The Society. ASL also knew it.
Autonomons were battle effective but crude. They could not think
on their own, could not evaluate risk, could not play alternatives –
they were programmed to serve a simple set of commands. On the
other hand, SAPs, it was hoped, would one day, take over from
Automons, their human characteristics making them perfect
weapons for infiltration, coercion and possibly, even, ultimate
corruption of ASL systems.
Paighton wiped the horrible thought from their minds. Both
he and she realised that they needed to work on stabilising Phie's
stress levels, not her imagination. But that was tricky: They were
part of the same file, the same set of codes. Imagination caused
stress and vice versa. That was Phie's issue. Lynn, meanwhile
battled with mild depression; fear of the unknown, rather than the
known. Paighton adored them both ... Then looked up and over at
Lt. Allen from a chair that swivelled slightly in response, with a
smile and a nod of satisfaction.
I-Log PO4: “She's a beauty. She'll be just fine. I'll work
with her some more this evening, just to be sure.”
I-Log P04-j: “Johnny here. Junks was trying to insert some
kind of device into the auxiliary socket on Opus's suit. This is
Phie's visual feed to Observation Deck ... Bringing it up now.”
I-Log P04-a: “Allen with visual. Yes, I see the playback.
Definitely going after that auxiliary link on his suit. He could have
killed Opus if he had succeeded. The auxiliary is there in the event
of a full failure of the suit. Having internal and external feeds both
live at the same time would have caused catastrophic feedback. So
what was he trying to achieve?”
I-Log P04-x: “Xandra adding. I think someone was TII
with Junks. Not one of us, not from here. You know what I mean?
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ASL, maybe ..? If Paighton had been TII with Opus, the intruder
could have overloaded the auto-aware threshold and bridged the
gate to our network. I can't see Junks's CL mapping, I can't link.
Thing is: His tracker is disabled. SAPs can't do that. Their
implants cannot be self adjusted. Only we have that option.”
I-Log P04-a: “Good point, Xandra... Junks would never
act in this manner. It's not in his nature. In which case, this might
have been an attempted take-over. Allen ...”
He switched patches. Spoke again.
Log CLA44: “Lt. Allen – CY714. Station Alert! Station
Alert! All departments: Assembly Deck Meeting, 1430 hours.
Schedule skeleton crew. Do not be late. No excuses. We have a
breach of security and extra network intrusion. See attached
Brief.”
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Chapter Four
Log MTH72: “Maintenance requires an 'All Follow'. Base
Two has a closed loop on our remote Automons. System failure.
Cannot control motor functions. Going in.”
Log MTH72-CL-a: Hillary, shut it down. Don't go in there.
We have a briefing on Deck in half an hour. Bring it up then.
Allen.”
Maintenance Department on Orbiter was mandated with
overseeing construction by robotic vehicles, of Base Two and the
main engineers' Housing Complex. Base One and Two would
eventually supply essentials, survival and resources to the Housing
Complex. Automons were pre-programmed, construction vehicles,
detailed with exact layouts for installation of 'off planet' fabricated
parts. However, they needed monitoring. Maintenance might,
occasionally, have to intervene, to adjust variables and tolerances.
Rarely was there a need.
Hillary had first noticed an Automon re-drilling the same
spot half a dozen times. She patched in to the rest and soon saw
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that every one of the hundred or so vehicles they were in charge of,
were stuck in the same routine. Normally, one of her crew would
intervene, enter on a limited threshold level and fix the code
anomaly. Often it was simply a case of reboot and application of
default settings. This time it was different. To reinstate progress,
she would have to enter the lower network, unrestricted, and find
the problem. Lt. Allen knew that, he was suspicious, and
diagnostics were proving him right. Hillary was the women
everyone looked up to: She sorted, fixed, found or evaluated every
problem they had. She and the department she ran were
indispensable. This time he had to intervene.
* * *
Lieutenant Bradley Allen entered the main lounge on
Assembly Deck. He was in military attire.“Good afternoon,
everyone. Thank you for attending.”
He walked down a couple of steps and out into the centre.
Looked up.
“You can see from the screen,” he gestured, “That system
diagnostics is currently running through all available feeds, logs,
memory implants and playbacks, and is reading an 87 percent
probability of external intrusion in the lower tier, SAP network.
That figure is still rising. So let's have some ideas, let's start
making some plans. Throw anything you've got on the table, I don't
care how crazy. We have very little time, the SAPs are still active.”
Paighton went first. Stood tall and slender with rich, walnut
complexion, shaking out a long, shaggy, black mane, “Like Opus
suggested. We power down the system.”
From a table beside him, a man's voice: “That doesn't get rid
of the bug, he just sits and waits for us to power up again. And
another thing: Surprise. Best not let the intruder know we are
aware of him. That way we can catch him out, throw him off
balance.”
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Allen nodded. “Proactive, I agree. Defense should be our
final option if all else fails. So, let's find a way to get this bug
before it gets us.”
A woman's voice from Flight Deck. “Lieutenant, our orders
from Central Hub were to discontinue if a breach was detected. Are
you suggesting we disobey The Commander in Chief?”
“Colonel,” came back Allen's robust response, “I am not
prepared to watch our children be destroyed, one by one. However,
if that is your request, I will comply,” he submitted.
“Carry on, Lieutenant.”
“Very good, Sir.” Lt. Allen swept the deck with an arm. “No
Logs. Memos only, until we sort this mess out. Anyone ..?”
Hillary from Maintenance, then: “As you are aware, we
have a similar problem with construction Automons down on Base
Two. So how did this intruder get in?”
Frankie from Services spoke up. She was in her mid forties,
a tiny woman with mousy hair and a wispy fringe. “No live
communication to or from ground base goes external. Every
maintenance and service link between the station and this orbiter is
hashed, fragmented and filtered. Everything is internally generated
and routed by us up here – except for one: The monthly, family
feeds from Central Hub. As you know, we are not mandated to
assess SAP performance, only to sustain and develop them. One of
the psycho-analysts, while role playing a family member, must have
sent a corrupt package without knowing or, worse still, was an ASL
agent.”
“Are you thinking,” Hillary asked, “The intruder has a
channel open from Central Hub. Even though we are supposedly
severed ..?”
“Possibly,” Frankie replied. “Although a backdoor through
Flight Deck is more likely. They can't shut down avionics and
gyros. However, thankfully, avionics systems are isolated from
comms and tech department networks.”
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Lt. Allen then remarked, “What's the link between Flight
Deck and our Base Stations? I didn't think there was one.”
“Shuttle Bays. It's mainly for craft navigation, load and
docking. But, as you said earlier: Proactive. If we close them,
that's only a temporary fix.”
A raised eyebrow from the Lieutenant. “So, a playback with
an ASL package in Quarters slips a pass key to the SB Server?”
Frankie nodded. “We're looking into it, but could take
days.., weeks. Intruder activity is minimal at best, that's how they
cover themselves. Flight control has to remain linked to waybeacons and galactic relays. We are at the mercy of time. Orbit
cannot be sustained indefinitely without synchronicity. So an
intruder could be bouncing off beacons, from a cruiser way out in
space or a neighbouring planet.” She went on. “The atmosphere
here, as such, precludes any attempt at long range communication
with the surface other than by link with a close range orbiting, laser
ream. And we are the only ones up here.”
“What about a doppelganger, at 180 from us?” Hillary
added.
Lt. Allen swiveled. “Flight Deck, when did you last run a
stratosphere, sample flight?”
“Two weeks ago, Sir. But nothing out there. And it would
be tough for a craft to make entry and maneuver for stable orbit
without us noticing.”
Allen, with a respectful nod to the Chief Flight Officer:
“Colonel. Your call on a fighter intercept recon.”
“Lieutenant. I agree. Let's cover all our bases.”
The colonel turned to a rotating screen on her table. With
the slightest murmur of a cheek muscle, the screen obeyed. Then a
quiet but cutting order: “Dragonfly ... Deploy. Dragonfly ...
Deploy. This is not a drill. I want that bird in space in less than
three.”
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“... Yes, Sir,” came back a man's crisp reply. “And receiving
the detail on screen, now. Will be up and weapons ready in 40
seconds. Initiating count down to launch.”
Xandra had been waiting her turn ... She stood up, slowly.
“Lt. Allen, Sir.” she said, “We know, whoever it is knows,
that their access to our system is most likely to come from a TII.
That's not the only way but the simplest and most effective way
they can bridge the tiers and get through our gates – If one of us is
in total immersion with an SAP.”
“Yes, Alexandra, go on.”
“Well, I think it's just hit and miss at the moment. Junk's
impostor is waiting for his chance, patching through, waiting for an
open SAP. And his best option is to use an ocular needle probe, a
two way interface, direct between implants for an up link ...”
“Oh, shit, miss curly,” Paighton clued in, “You not thinking
of a double-cross, are you? You are ... You wicked girl.”
Johnny's round, black face beamed. “Boy, I get it ... Little
Red Riding Hood is not carrying a basket full of sticks, she's
carrying a virus for Wolfie. Damn, girl ... Awesome!”
“Not so fast,” Allen said, was still standing, furrows
creeping across a hairless brow. “Tony, how can we rig this?”
Tony Mendez was head of BL, a rugged, over-weight
mainframer. “Two things, Allen: First, is Little Red going to
survive this? And; second, where do we get a virus that is not offthe-shelf and easily k-thumped?”
“We are disengaged from Central Hub,” said one of Tony's
crew.
“Exactly, and no one here in Services can work that kind of
viral magic, Allen.”
A long silence ensued ...
“Well ... There is someone,” Xandra sat up, “Lynn. She
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was trained in mimic hacking and alter-viral hierarchies ... I mean,
that is ... her memory files. They came from the military; an IT
officer who died accidentally on exercise. We needed to compile a
simple programmer, and what did they send us? The blue prints for
an anti-black hat, guru wizard!”
Xandra then turned. “Frankie.
personally, didn't you?”

You knew that officer

“Yah. She was awesome. Unbeatable at chess. In 'Mock
Ups' she could take out an incoming cruise missile in 30 seconds,
flat. Nobody knew how she could do it. An amazing woman and
an amazing mind. I often see her in Lynn. Thanks for keeping
those memories alive. Especially, you, Paighton, with that beautiful
gift you have.”
“Now, wait a minute,” Tony pressed. “We can't get the SAPs
involved. We'll destroy them and us and years of work if they find
out the truth about themselves ... And our little lie.”
Allen interrupted; scratched his bald head; “We must
remember that this intrusion, if it is what we think it is – ASL – is
after our very existence. Not just this little outpost. CY714 is of no
concern to them. They want to bring down Central Command, The
Society, our home, our way of life. So whatever we do, we do with
that in mind.” He looked around. “This is a 'think tank', anything
goes. Keep talking ...”
“Junks is restrained in Med centre,” said Hillary. “Bionics
Level has a direct feed for evaluation and minor fixes. Could they
not use their bots; give them a payload? Or even physically disable
this menace, with an ocular probe?”
“No,” said Tony. “He'll be watching us. He can disengage
from Junks anytime. He has to be baited, as Xandra was implying.”
There was a lull for contemplation. Then:
“Tony's first point has not been considered yet, “Paighton
queried, “The bit about Little Red surviving the encounter ...”
Allen again: “Tony?”
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“OK. We can enhance protection from physical shock with
a double layer of buffers on our remote service feeds, and re-route
neural activity at the penetration point. But no promises.”
Johnny jumped in: “CL can put up cascade walls.., and
dump overflows, add sedation codes. But who's gonna be Little
Red?”
Heads turned … Waiting ... Then the silence was sliced
open –
“Me,” Xandra said unequivocally, “Me and Coggi,” a tear
swelling in her eye. “Coggi ... She's my baby, we grew up together.
She'll listen to me, I know it.”
Tony was shaking his head. Asked, “You mean, go down
there in person?”
“Yes, Sir.”
“That's never been done before.”
“None of this shit has ever been done before ... Sir. And if
you will trust me to deliver her, then I will trust your department to
keep my Coggi safe.”
“How are you going to get down there?” Lt. Allen asked.
“War-birds can't fly in that atmosphere.”
“Where do you think we get all these lovely veggies and
fruit? The service elevator. Fresh produce comes up, I go down.
So it's a slow descent by counter-coil, but I can survive in a shuttle
for a couple of hours. It used to be done sometime in the past, by
human construction crews ... Surveyors, inspectors and the like.”
“Alexandra Minkowski, you have a highly sophisticated
implant that is directly linked to Orbiter and our top tier network. It
was never intended for use on the surface, between networks. That
could be a detriment, if you were compromised.”
“... I can live with it, Sir ... if you can.”
Lt. Allen avoided the conflict. He did not need to draw
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swords in this awkward moment with a woman for whom he had
enormous admiration. Besides, as usual, she was right. What other
recourse did they have?
He changed focus. “I guess you did not make changes to
Coggi's code infrastructures, as I had asked you to do?”
“... Correct, Sir. I was going to but –”
“That will do. Perhaps fortuitous, under the present
circumstances. Coggi is intuitive, she needs reason and develops
from it. She could, just possibly, handle the truth.” He cocked his
head and away from her. Looked around. “Let's consider Lynn's
script. We can't TII to get her job done because we don't have her
memories or expertise ... Only ours. So, can we do this without her
becoming aware of us?”
“I'm in. I can work TII with Opus,” Paighton said, standing
again. “I think I can convince Lynn. She always acts selflessly,
she's a team player. She just has to beat her fears, and she has to do
it on her own. It'll make her stronger in the end. Then she'll be able
to create the biggest, baddest, meanest virus ASL has ever seen.”
Johnny broke in, “Sure, you have the skill, boy-girl, but
what's the angle?” he was shaking a finger, “No. There's no way
you can convince her to write a virus program. She just won't
believe you. You are Opus, talking about a cyber invasion. This
thing is way too big for any of them to comprehend.” Johnny
persisted, “I'll go in with brother Ond, and make it official – a
covert op sent from Central Hub – that will stir Lynn's imagination.
Then miss curly and her Coggi can play their hands.”
“You'll have to stay immersed, Johnny,” Allen said. “Could
be six hours or more. Ond cannot regain consciousness for any
length of time or he could blow the whole thing. You'll get a
window overnight while he is shut down and you get some sleep.
That's it!”
“I've got boy-girl here to watch my back,” Johnny said,
standing up proudly next to his colleague. “There's no one I would
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trust more to keep me out of trouble under pressure than this beauty.
Countless times I've seen Paighton go TII to save Phie or Lynn from
almost certain meltdown,” he said, turning to his buddy. “Every day
boy-girl puts us and them first. Never a thought for him or her
self.”
Johnny reached out a hand. Paighton took it willingly with
a firm and friendly shake.
Both, still standing, looked around. One by one slow heads
began to nod.
Allen had been staring out of a window into a swallowing
dusk. He could see a small, red dot, Dragonfly, sinking beneath the
curvature of a green horizon. He saw home – well ... in his mind –
then turned and said, “You know what? Maybe the SAPs will
understand. Maybe it was wrong of us to lie to them. Maybe they
will forgive us and work with us to save all of our futures.”
“That's a lot of maybes!” said a familiar voice.
“Yes, Tony. You and I have worked for 15 years here, and
now I may be about to throw all that away. I need inspiration.
Guess what? I'm getting it from all of you here. And I'm trusting
that our children, those kids of ours down there are going to come
through. Because they are part of us, they are what we made them
and what they made for themselves. They have grown from us,
they have matured. Now it is time to see how they will handle their
moment of truth. I believe they can walk side by side with us, that
they are equal to us. Today, one among them could show us the
way. She deserves the opportunity to prove it to us all.
“In five weeks we have the new, surface Station ready for
SAP habitation. Human colonisation of this Station, Base One, will
follow, immediately. Our SAPs are about to embark on a new
mission at Base Two, but one must stay behind to train the new,
human arrivals.” He took a moment. Continued, “You don't ask the
tree of providence to show you the way. When the wind blows you
grab whatever branch you can when it slaps you in the face. Do I
know where this is headed ... No! Do I want to know ... Yes!”
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He held his breath. He was so close to a moment he always
knew had to come but knew he could never have expressed openly.
Said, “We have a plan. Alexandra goes down with the Shuttle to
confront Coggi. Johnny goes TII with Captain Ond in a special ops
detail for Lynn. Paighton is the superstar who plays 'catch all'. BL
are the tech magicians. Maintenance, our saviors. Services, on call
for backup. Any objections?”
He waited just long enough. “Good. Keep me updated with
running memos. We need to make this happen by midday
tomorrow. We have no time left. I fully appreciate your efforts.
Thank you all and good luck.”
* * *
She felt the cargo shuttle centreing itself for shut down. It
was 1700 hours. She breathed in, looked up at the paneled ceiling
as if peering through it to the bleakness of space beyond and said,
“Lieutenant Allen, I'm down. Preparing to disembark.”
A hollow voice echoed in her head. The implant was
working: “Good luck, Alexandra. We know we can all count on
you. Johnny is preparing for conscious immersion with Captain
Ond. We'll wait for your signal.”
Xandra stepped out of her flight gear and up to the hatch,
brushing down her body-suit, an unconscious action that drew
confidence from somewhere and somehow gave her strength. She
needed it this afternoon. Tons of it. “I love you, sweetheart,” she
murmured, then stared ahead as the hatch swung out. There, far
below, stood a figure. Though they had never met in person, she
knew at once it was her precious Coggi, in the flesh. Xandra had
been dreading this moment more than any other, knowing it would
be the greatest single impression she would have to endure, and it
took all her strength not to burst into tears. Doubts began piling up
like fallen skittles in an alley. She.., best in her class, had
volunteered willingly to spearhead this operation. Now she was a
mess. Did she really have it in her? Here she was, falling at the
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first hurdle. She stepped out heavily on to a platform, as if shackled
by the weight of her emotions, and was lowered to the ground.
Coggi looked younger by a few years than Xandra who was 35, but
they could have been sisters. Xandra wanted so much to rush over
and hug her little champion but knew she could not. She looked at
her standing there in a blue body-suit, smiled, almost apologetically,
then pointed at some words flashing on her chest: 'Coggi, Are You
Comms Free?'
A suspicious frown from Coggi ... Then a positive nod.
Xandra knew she could severe communications feeds with
just the blink of an eye, but did not want to tip the balance in her
favor. If this conversation was going to be about truth and
reconciliation, then she had to play fair. Coggi had to be allowed to
call in if she wanted to. Xandra could have lied and said that
Captain Ond already knew she was coming, but wasn't that exactly
what she was here to avoid: More lies? No, she could not cheat,
not anymore. All she could do was beg fate to give her some time.
She approached, apprehensively. Finally spoke.
“Great! Hi ... Coggi. I'm Xandra.”
“OK ... Do we know each other? Are you family?”
“Kind of, yes ... I guess.”
“This is very unusual,” Coggi said, stepping to one side.
“Someone visiting us from home, arriving in a service shuttle.
Maybe I should report this to the Deck. But then again, there have
been some strange things going on around here, lately. Have you
brought us answers.., any solutions? You look kind of military, or
something.”
“Coggi, please ... Wait before reporting. Give me a chance.
Look: I don't know where to begin. I only know that we have been
together for over ten years, you and me, in spirit and in mind. You
deserve answers, and I have come here to tell you the truth.”
“Yup ... Again, that's pretty weird. I think you best begin at
the beginning.”
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“... Maybe not,” Xandra wondered out loud. “Maybe I'll
begin in the middle ... Do you know where babies come from?” she
asked, trying to link attributes to a greater chain.
Coggi looked down, then right, then up ... Then straight at
Xandra. Inhaled. “Is this a trick question? Are you trying to call
me stupid?” she said with displeasure.
“No, Coggi, I would never hurt you. I love you. But ... But
I have something terrible to say an... and it's so very hard for me to
get it started,” Xandra said, her lips trembling and her vision losing
focus.
A tear rolled down her cheek. Coggi took a step forwards,
instinctively. Faltered. “Why should I trust you?”
“Perhaps, because I know so many things about you, Coggi:
Your own doubts, your fears and frustrations; the things that bother
you and the things that make you feel good. You have a thing for
Opus, don't you? You like him, you just don't understand what it
means.”
“We humans are all good friends around here,” Coggi said,
matter of fact.
“Yes, but you really like him, don't you?”
“... So!”
“What does it mean? What happens next?”
Coggi stepped away again. “What?” She was confused on
two fronts: A stranger saying she loves her appears out of nowhere;
and a question she knows she should be able to answer, but cannot.
“Coggi. Where were you born?”
“Geoffreys, I suppose. That's where my Mom and Dad live
and I grew up.”
“You must have been a baby once?” Xandra sniffed through
a runny nose. She was dreading a slip of over-kill, trying to be
gentle, but how could she when the truth had to come out? No
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matter how softly she tried to pad it, how quietly she tried to spill it,
it was coming ...
“Hey, my Mom always tells me not to talk about such rude
things.”
“You mean, when you talk to her on the family
communication feeds?”
“Yup ...”
Xandra then queried, carefully, “Does your Mom say she
loves you?”
“Well, sure ... I mean, why wouldn't she? Maybe. So what
if she doesn't? She makes me feel good, I know that.”
“Of course she does. That's her job,” Xandra said with a
frown. She knew the truth, however this was not the moment.
There were too many other truths that had to come first. “Coggi ...
Aren't you curious about love? You have feelings for Opus. You
didn't want Phie to ride the scoot with him this afternoon. Were you
jealous?”
“Hey, you! How did you ..?” Coggi was getting upset.
“No ... No, why don't you just hop back in that shuttle and go away,
along with all your stupid talk. I'm going comms with Deck.”
Xandra was losing her one chance. She had to break it open
now, while Coggi was in two minds. She clenched a fist and went
for it: “Coggi, I'm the nearest thing you've got to a mother. I'm
your sister, your best friend and your biggest fan. I am the person
that watches over you, that helps you and wants you to succeed. I
know everything about you from the moment you were first
conceived in the nursery until this present moment. It was I who
named you Coggi ... You had such curiosity ... You, with a mind
constantly whirring like gears in a cuckoo clock. Now you are
twelve years old and I –”
“Not true. I am 28,” Coggi said adamantly.
Xandra held her stare, trying to diffuse the negative. “Opus
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likes you,” she said.
“Really ... You sure? How do you know?” Coggi perked
up.
“Because we are watching you down here on this station.
We are your guardians. We listen to you, we feel for you, we try
and protect you. This station is too big an operation for just twelve
personnel to run, don't you think?”
“Interesting. So, Opus. What should I do?” Coggi became
curious. She was losing her initial distrust, a strange fascination
setting in. Things of which she could never quite make sense were
now beginning to poke through the mist and dally.
“Sweetheart, you are too young at present. Just be there for
Opus, show him you care, and one day he may begin to feel the
same way towards you. He is young, just like you.”
“Then what?”
“... That's where babies come from.”
“What?” Coggi threw out her arms, and laughed. “From
where?”
Xandra smiled and shook her head. It was nearly time for
the truth, the real truth, if she could just hold out a little longer and
prepare her precious one as best she could, maybe the outcome
would not be too cruel. After all, fate had given her some extra
time. “Doesn't Opus give you a lovely warm feeling inside, every
time you think about him or hear his voice?”
“Yeah...” Coggi sighed. “Have you felt that, too? Like ...”
She corrected herself, “With other guys, I mean?”
“Yes, Coggi. It's real and it's supposed to happen. But first
I've got to tell you the whole truth, then you will understand your
feelings towards Opus and all these strange things that have been
happening around here, today.”
“OK. I'm listening.”
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“Do you trust me, Coggi?”
“... Do I have a choice?”
“That's my Coggi, never gives an inch,” Xandra laughed,
facing her prodigy, the woman that was half her and half her own
self. Then anguish. If only she could just say it, as one might to a
good friend; but how was one to say such things to a child, without
destroying them, utterly. With all her training, her knowledge and
her intimate connections with Coggi, Xandra was still tearing
herself apart inside trying to say what needed to be heard ...
Abruptly, she stopped her thought process, dead! Cursed her own
self-indulgence. Changed focus ... This is not about me.
“Coggi, you are the only one I can trust. The only person
here at the station that I believe in, totally. So, this is what I have to
tell you: We have a terrible problem. Some really bad people are
trying to destroy us, all of us, you and me, and our homes and our
families. That is why I am here. To ask for your forgiveness ...
And then your help.”
“Hey, Xandra. Sounds like you have the weight of the entire
universe on your shoulders. Take a breath ... I'm not going
anywhere.”
“Thanks,” Xandra brushed aside the tears. She knelt down,
beckoning Coggi to do the same. They sat one in front of the other,
while a whirring and clicking of containers being autonomously
unloaded from the shuttle away to one side filled the bay with a
mechanical yet curiously pleasing melody.
“Dear Coggi. This is the thing: You guys live down here,
and a bunch of us, just like you, live up on an orbital space station
above this planet. Like you, we have been here for about 12 to 15
years. Our job up there is to watch and take care of you guys down
here, without interfering. And you run this facility, work out your
problems and go about the initial stages of colonising a new
planet.”
Xandra took a big, deep breath, she was feeling more
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comfortable. Coggi was helping.
“Alright,” inquired Coggi. “So why all the secrecy?”
“Coggi.., this is the bit that's going to hurt.”
“I'm ready ...”
“Poke me! Xandra said. “Go on, poke me.”
“Are you nuts?” Coggi turned up her nose. “Why? Oh,
alright ... There – OH!” Instant recoil. The finger shot back and
curled up in shock. “Hey, you're all soft and weird. Why are you
like that?”
“We look the same, don't we?” Xandra said quickly, “We
speak and breath and act the same, but we are not quite the same.
You are stronger and tougher than we are. We made you that way.
We are human, and in our desire to reach out into this universe we
made synthetic facsimiles of ourselves. You are those wonderful
and brave people we have created in our image and whom we love
and look after with all our hearts. You are not 28 years old. But
you are, to me, the sister I never had. We gave you memories and
dreams. We wanted you to feel comfortable and proud. I say all
this because I could not ask you for help now without you knowing
the truth. We gave you much of us but denied you some of the most
important things. Perhaps the most basic and real act of humanity
denied was the option to fall in love and reproduce, start a family,
be a mom and dad one day, yourselves. That's where babies come
from.”
“Don't be stupid. Of course I'm ... What are you saying ..?
I'm not human! What am I?”
“You are as human as anyone I know, perhaps even more
human,” Xandra replied, on seeing Coggi's head slowly slipping
away. “But there's more. We sometimes have to intervene when
there is confusion or a problem arises between you guys. We are
able to enter your minds and influence re-directions or actions in
conversation. We only do it to help ... For your own good. It's
never an easy choice.”
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“You mean, get inside my head and make me do things I
don't want to do?”
“I'm so sorry ...” Xandra said, desperately. She reached out
a hand on seeing Coggi's confusion, but it was never received.
Coggi liked to know how things were, how they fit together,
what was the point; truth mattered more than anything. She had
begun to trust this woman before her, now Xandra was simply
making things worse.
“You can't do that!” Coggi denounced. “How can you get
inside my head?”
“The implants, Coggi.
Honestly, we just try and help.”

We don't mean to intrude ...

Coggi thought for a moment, while Xandra sat with a hand
to her mouth, fighting with the torture, trying not to think of the
awful consequences that could now be unfolding; that she was
actually in the process of slowly killing her own, sweet child.
Then Coggi exploded: “Dammit! I knew it. That ... That
day I was going to take a swing at the Captain ..? Now I get it. I
wondered why I never hit him. My mind went blank, and next
thing I knew I was biting my tongue. Thanks, you probably did me
a favor.” She smiled ... “You know, sometimes I do things that I
know I shouldn't be doing, I regret yet can't stop myself. But I
guess you know that, being my guardian angel, and all.”
Xandra laughed ... And then burst in to tears. The relief
was enormous, her admiration for Coggi, overwhelming.
Coggi wriggled over and put an arm around Xandra. “Wow.
Bet that was tough to get out. You poor thing. I understand what
you must have been going through, coming down here, hoping I
would not freak out. That takes guts. I really appreciate you being
honest, and telling me the truth.”
Coggi gave her new sister a big hug. What a thought. What
a day. What a feeling. So many confusions coming to the surface,
so much she had wanted to understand finally making sense. So
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many bits of a puzzle that never quite fit, now trying to take shape
and form.
“I'm not human. So, none of us in this station are human?”
Xandra nodded. “M-hmm.”
“So can I make babies one day?”
Xandra rubbed tears from her eyes on Coggi's shoulder. “If I
were making the rules, yes. You are a proud and beautiful woman,
it should be your right.” She sat back, holding Coggi's hands in hers
while looking into her eyes. She was concerned.
“Guys? Do you have Coggi under sedation?”
“No, Xandra. Johnny. Her mapping is stable. She's doing
great on her own.”
Xandra then, out loud,, “Coggi, are you sure you're alright?
You seem to be taking it all really well.”
“Oh, I'll probably have a tantrum later this evening, and tear
the legs off my teddy bear. But for now I'm hanging in there.”
Coggi smiled.
Xandra shook her head ... “You're amazing, Coggi. Wow,
you are more than human, in so many ways. I cannot begin to
comprehend … You are beyond me, you're sensitivity and reach are
not mine, they are yours; I have no right to work your coding on my
own. As of today, we work together. I want you to teach me, just
as I have been teaching you.”
Xandra was cut short by a mindful. The boys upstairs were
screaming. Reluctantly, she tore herself away from her precious
sister and their inimitable connection.
“Listen, I'd like you to hear something,” Xandra asked
Coggi. “Don't be afraid. I have an implant just like you, and they
are linked. But mine is also linked to The Orbiter. I want you to
meet my friends. They are very proud of you, too. They want to
thank you. Listen ... In your head, you will hear their voices – just
like comms. And from now on you will always hear their voices,
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they will be by our side, protecting us: You and me.”
Coggi breathed in ...
“Coggi, hi, this is Allen. I'm Xandra's boss. I'd just like to
say that you have got more courage than any human I've ever met.
And I'm 48 years old ...”
“... Yeah, Coggi. Johnny here. Go girl! You and Xandra
have been a team since day one. I believe in you. You are the
best.”
Then Paighton's turn. “Look, if Opus turns you down, can I
be your boyfriend?”
“... What?” Coggi chuckled.
Xandra choked: “Oh, Paighton, could you be a little less
crass?”
“Hey, you all got to speak first, with all them fancy words.
So I just spoke from the heart. Coggi is a fighter, she's one of a
kind ... The first. She has stepped into the ring, taken history by
the horns. Who wouldn't want to be her man ... or woman. Love
you, honey!”
Xandra shook her head.
Coggi smiled. “What's he like?” she asked.
“No, no.” Xandra whispered. “Don't go there. You'll just
swell boy-girl's head.”
“Why do you call him boy-girl?”
“Cos' inside Paighton is the mind of both a man and a
women.”
“Wow, really? So cool. That must be awesome. I have
often wondered why so many things I say don't make any sense to
the men around here. And some of the stuff they come out with –
well? Are men and women really that different?”
“Ask Paighton … Everybody loves talking with boy-girl,
who wouldn't?” Then, in Coggi's ear, “He's gorgeous, too ...” she
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whispered, “But don't tell anyone I said that.”
They looked at one another, laughed again. Then Coggi
looked away, a long stare that took her to the edge of her
consciousness.
Finally, she spoke up. “Nice guys. I am truly honored.
Delighted to have found some new friends. Thanks, all of you, for
looking after us down here. And now I have something to ask of
you all. No need to respond right away. Perhaps one day I will
hear your thoughts:
“I want to know who I am.., if I am. If I am not, then the
consequences of my actions over the past years have been merely
programmed, like an auto unit; repetitive actions to produce a
result. Is that the case? Are you not also trapped in the same
cycles, day in, day out; repeating, copying, customising; making
decisions based on conditioning alone? So why are you classed as
human? I have read files, I study our history just as you do. I know
what it is to be human. No other life-form can say as much. Do I
have a backbone, or am I to be forever classed an invertebrate? You
can call me what you want, but you cannot take away my
personality. My feelings do not evaporate when sanitation sweeps
my quarters under the bed. No..! I am human, too. Whether you
agree or not. Or is the imperialist nature of humanity still so vain it
cannot accept anything less than absolute, scientific parity? No
sub-species of Homo sapiens allowed; is that it? Homo sapiens,
s.a.p., disqualified!
“I'm sorry to be so blunt, but you can only blame yourselves
for who I am. I guess my question is this: Who decides if I am
human? You or me? For you to decided is like an act of selfappreciation; like putting someone in charge of deciding if they
made a mistake or not. No, whoever decides my fate should be
unbiased, without conflicts of interest, and noncompetitive – in
other words – not human.”
Coggi went silent, turned back to look at Xandra and, with
great care, gently squeezed her soft hands. “But for now ...” Coggi
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then said with a smile, “All of you. I ... Personally, forgive you.
Trust comes from truth. Thank you. So, let's deal with this horrible
thing you keep telling me about. How can we help you down
here?”
It took Lieutenant Allen a while to speak up. Coggi's
intellect was remarkable and he found himself having to agree. He
wanted to agree. It was as if she had said what he had always
wanted to say, but so much more eloquently.
Coggi and Xandra where still sitting on the floor staring
lovingly at one another. Xandra was watching Coggi, as she had
always done, carefully considering reflexes, nuances and tiny
fluctuations, while Coggi was dreaming of one day being like her
new sister. Both quietly in awe of the other . . .
MM CLA14: “Johnny is going TII with Ond in 30 minutes,
after supper. Wells is relieved of evening duties to Exercise Wing.
The Captain will explain to Lynn that he has been given orders
from Central Hub: a secret mission to develop a virus to defeat the
intruder, involving only her and Coggi, but that an undercover
officer will work with them – that's you, Xandra. Lynn must not be
made aware of the whole truth yet. Her focus and strength revolves
around her desire to be part of the base station and its crew.
Paighton will be in limited observation with her, just in case.
Coggi, Alexandra, take the sixth service duct to Quarters radial.
CL grid showing all clear of SAPs – sorry, Coggi – I mean,
personnel.”
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Chapter Five
Supper came and went in Galley that evening. Little was
said, other than polite questions regarding Junks and his
predicament. All the Captain could offer was that it was a decision
which had to be made by Central Hub. He was awaiting orders.
A little time later, Phie and Wells were running the rat mills
in Exercise Wing, trying to stay focused, a race between them that
was more to do with fun than competition. Paighton was in
observation with both. He had made some formulation changes to
Phie's stress codes and was interested in how they played out under
exercise regimes. He was also monitoring Wells, for reaction. One
of the best ways to appreciate success was in a response from other
SAPs.
Phie was becoming frustrated. “Wells, I can't keep up with
you, how do you do it?”
“Pace yourself, not me,” Wells responded. “Find your own
rhythm.”
“But then I'll never beat you.”
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Wells smiled over. “You never know. The last mile is the
clinch. You can take me if you have more sprint energy in that last
mile than me.”
Paighton made a code adjustment...
Phie laughed. “OK, I'm going to slow down, but just you
wait. I'm coming back.”
Paighton was pleased. Instead of frantic, Phie was poised,
she was listening, she was taking strides based on reason. He and
she loved Phie. She was one of the most difficult subjects they had
worked with due to her split personalities. Her memories were not
from one source, they were a conjugation of a ten year old child
and a university graduate. Childhood trauma had wiped the earlier
mind of a student who had later been diagnosed with terminal
asplexia. It was an uncommon but newly discovered brain disorder
resulting from repetitive exposure to time dilation in worm holes. It
was felt that this syndrome was related to Apraxia. She had been
studying at a university in a different solar system, traveled weekly
back and forth over several years, and asplexia had set in.
“Three miles to go, Phie,” Wells smirked, “Have you got it
in you?”
“You bet. Here I come ...”
Phie never quite caught up but she showed no signs of
frustration. Quite the opposite, she found the experience personal
as opposed to conflicting. The race was between her and herself,
rather than with Wells. She thanked her friend. Then asked:
“Wells, what's your first name?”
“... I don't know. Everyone always calls me, Wells.”
“Even your Dad and Mom?”
“Yah ... Maybe that is my first name.”
Phie laughed. “So you are a bunch of holes ... like ... like
dots on a whiteboard. You know ... That game we play where we
connect the dots to make shapes and things. Which means, you
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could be anything you want, you could be anybody you like. That's
so brilliant!”
Wells, bemused. “Yes, Phie. But, anyway. We have to think
about Junks. Don't you think?”
“Oh ... Yes. What does The Captain think?”
“I don't know. He went all silent on me. There's a special
order coming through from Central Hub. That's what he said.”
Phie seemed concerned. She said, “The poor guy can't stay
restrained all night in Med centre. Maybe he'll go to sleep, but on
those hard couches.., ouches!”
Wells nodded. Went on, “They were talking about removing
his implant. And then there was that creepy thing that Lynn
discovered in the network. Did you hear about it? I'm not sure I
feel safe.”
“What do you mean?”
“I can't really explain it. You'd have to ask Lynn. But it was
like Junks had been stolen by some other person, not one of us,
something in the network that runs our station.”
“Wells, don't worry,” Phie remarked. “Central Hub always
fixes problems, somehow. They always know what to do. Like a
bees nest, they are the queen's lair, and we make honey ... Big,
yellow dollops of the stuff. I like being a bee, don't you? Maybe,
that's why Lynn was called up to Deck, to be a worker rather than a
drone.”
* * *
Lynn rode the chute up to Ob Deck. She was a little
apprehensive, this was most unusual, being called up after supper.
Evening time was for making playbacks to family, or reading about
history, watching games with friends, or simply chatting about stuff.
She liked interfacing with her console in Quarters. She could learn
so much, so many files to dig through. So much had happened
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since humans first began to take note of things and record the life
around them. Five thousand years or more. Then there were all the
records of things that had happened before then, dug up by
geologists and archaeologists, things she found fascinating, like
discovery or doing puzzles; she loved puzzles. Her mind was
always at work, putting ideas together, things that did not seem
related yet somehow fit. What was a bronze sword doing lying
buried on the coast of Newfoundland, made one thousand years
before Columbus had even set sail? Why were there remains of a
canine species from Earth, found half way around their galaxy on a
lifeless planet, carbon dated to the year 2097, twenty years before
worm holes had been created?
Lynn stepped on Deck, her head still buzzing. Paighton was
concerned. Although he could not follow her exact thoughts, he
could see from her neural mapping she was nervous. Thinking was
her way of hiding from her fears. He did not intervene, his other
self reminding him that, to develop, Lynn needed to work through
her anxieties on her own.
“Good evening, Lynn,” Captain Ond spoke up as he turned
in his chair.
“Yes, Captain?” she said, nervously.
“I have received orders from Central Hub,” he began, “You
and Coggi are to help in solving a problem.”
Lynn cocked her head. Was curious. “You mean like a
puzzle?” she asked.
“Indeed. You are a programmer with certain skills that
might help.”
“... And Coggi?”
The Captain nodded. “She will deliver the package.”
“What package? Is this work, or training or something?”
She was trying to figure out what was coming, that was always
what she did, but The Captain was not offering her anything, he was
giving her nothing.
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MM CLJ01-p: “Nice and easy, Johnny. She is wary. Not
yet too concerned. Carefully does it,” Paighton conveyed with
pursed lips and one raised eyebrow.
“A security procedure, Lynn,” Ond said with a frown.
Lynn didn't like it when he frowned. Gave her ominous
thoughts.
She asked hesitantly, “Are we in danger ..? It's that person
'thing' I saw in the network, isn't it?” She shuddered. “I can't go in
there again. It's scary. And I ... I just want to go to Quarters and
forget about it. No, sir ... Please.”
“Lynn.” Ond stood up. “You don't have to go back inside the
network. Calm down. We have to deal with it and you have been
ordered by Central Hub to help. Together we will get rid of this
bug. Everyone has to play their part. Your part is to construct our
counter-attack, to build a highly sophisticated virus that cannot be
defeated. Then give it to Coggi. Do you understand?”
Lynn thought for a moment. She had never been asked to do
this before, not since her five years of military service, but that was
almost ten years ago and she wasn't sure if she could remember all
that stuff. Could she say, no? It was like being a soldier again, a
duty, yes, that was the thing. She was just one piece of a puzzle
others were making. She did not have to make decisions for
herself, they were made for her. Yes, she liked it that way.
“Captain, I ... I don't know ... I –”
“Lynn, this is an order. But don't think of it like that,” Ond
said gently. “You and Coggi must keep this a secret, which is why
I'm talking to you privately. No one else on this station must know.
The bug must not find out what you are doing. You can work from
your console in isolation. An Officer from Central Hub arrived
earlier and is talking with Coggi in her quarters. You must go there
at once.”
Lynn closed her mouth. She found the Captain's manner
pleasant, it soothed her, she felt oddly reassured. She was safe in
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her console, away from that thing, and she trusted Coggi, she was a
really good friend. Phie also, but it was difficult at times having a
serious conversation with Phie; she was an artist, not an intellectual.
Coggi was different, so bright, so knowledgeable; a mind reader,
who could get inside her and understand how she felt.
Lynn dropped down the chute and entered Quarters radial,
mind whizzing again. The Captain, he was not usually like that.
She felt a warmth, an admiration for him; so he is human, after all,
she laughed to herself.
Paighton smiled, looked over at Johnny with a 'thumbs-up'.
* * *
The door to Coggi's quarters pinged, and then fizzled clear.
Lynn was visible outside.
“Open – Hi Lynn,” Coggi said with a soft smile, “I want you
to meet a security officer. Her name is Xandra.”
Lynn stepped in and nodded. “Gosh, this is all so weird,
Coggi. A secret mission and alien bugs in the system. Nothing like
this ever happens in real life. My family have never told me about
anything like this. What's going on?” She looked at Xandra.
“Hi, Lynn,” Xandra acknowledged. “We can't tell you much
because it's classified. But we do want to thank you for offering
your help. I want you to know everyone here is under our
protection. We have flown in a military vehicle to assist, standing
by just a few hundred yards away in the Belikin Depression. That's
were I came from this afternoon. I am in communication with
Captain Ond, who has relayed our orders to you and Coggi, here.”
“Oh, right,” Lynn sat down next to Coggi. “But why me?
You must have lots of programmers far more advanced than me.”
Xandra placed two palms together in front of her chest. She
had to pick words carefully. “We need to neutralise the threat in
isolation,” she began, “Which is why you have been chosen. We
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cannot import the kind of program you are capable of building,
because all external links to this station have been shut down. The
alien bug must be contained here. If it got out into the wider
community, everything, even The Society, could be at risk. We are
on our own. It's up to you and Coggi to create our response right
here.” She looked at them both. “Are you comfortable with that?”
Coggi went first. “I will do what I can,” she answered. “It
sounds weird but it could be interesting. At least it's not the same
old stuff we do everyday. What do you think, Lynn?”
Lynn looked tense. “Why does this happen..? I don't
understand. Life is a standard set of functions. We proceed, we
operate and we achieve. Why are bad things happening?”
“Yes, Lynn,” Xandra said, “It is bad. But it's not the only
bad thing around. There's good and bad everywhere. Good is when
the fuel cells are relocated and the green light flashes; bad is when
the red light flashes on the bio-fuel processor and you have to shut
it down.”
“Yeah but ... This is really bad!”
Xandra agreed, “I know, that's why we have flashing red
lights to tell us that something is wrong before the situation gets
really bad.”
“Oh, I see.” Lynn looked up. “There was no red light for this
alien bug, because we didn't create it.”
“Something like that, Lynn.”
“But this alien bug is a person, I heard him talking ... Like
human.”
“Yes, he is a human,” Xandra nodded. “But he is sick.”
“Why doesn't he go to Med centre? That's where he should
go, to get better.”
“He is not the problem, Lynn. It is the bad thing he has
made which we must fight. It is a program he is trying to install in
our network. Your program will destroy his program. Then he will
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have to go away.”
“I don't understand bad things,” Lynn said, “They frighten
me, I don't know what to do ... There's no manual for really bad
things like this.”
Coggi patted her knee, “Me, too, Lynn. But now we have
Officer Xandra. She makes me feel safe. She knows what to do.
She is our manual ... She will help us.”
“So why is there bad – like – what's the reason?”
Xandra took a deep breath and said, “Lynn, if there was no
bad there would be no way for us to feel good.”
“You mean, bad makes us feel good?”
“Yes, Lynn,”Xandra replied, “In a funny way. How can you
say you feel good unless you have felt bad? Where does bad stop
and good begin?”
“When we fix something that's bad.” Lynn cocked her head.
“True. But if you had nothing bad to fix, you couldn't say
that now you feel good.”
“Gosh,” Lynn responded, “I would never have thought. But,
yes, that's so logical. I like you Xandra, you're smart. Are you
going to stay for a while?” She smiled for the first time.
Coggi leaned forwards. “Lynn, all of us here on station have
our own desires, doubts and directions. We are constantly faced
with bad things. Look at Ond, he's got to hold the whole station
together; every problem is his problem. Tough job. When bad
things happen to us we face them. We face our fears.” She was
recalling Paighton's words in a chat she'd had with him an hour
before: “To beat bad you have to walk beyond your fears ... Passed
them – not far, just a little way – to a safe place of your choosing,
where you know that what you are going to do will make good
things happen.”
Coggi knelt down in front of Lynn, urging her to react. She
could hear Paighton in her head, “Brilliant, babes! I knew you
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could do it. That's the spirit.” And she couldn't help but smile. She
was looking right at boy-girl through Lynn's green eyes.
Lynn shook her head, lifted Coggi off the floor. “Gosh,
Coggi, you are strong, you were always stronger than me. Here I
am wondering what will become of me, while you are thinking
about how to save everyone else. I'm with you, OK. Together
we're a team. Let's make a virus.”
Lynn gave Coggi a hug, then stepped over to Xandra, with
an outstretched hand.
“Sorry, Lynn,” Xandra said, standing up. “I cannot make
contact without going through sanitation at the Med centre, first.
But I respect your offer, and I return it with mine.” She stretched
out a hand. They almost touched ... They did not need to, their
eyes bridged the gap between them and made absolute contact.
“Now, how can we support you?” Xandra added, “What do
you need?”
“Oh – nothing much,” Lynn smiled looking up at the ceiling.
“I've already disconnected the console in my quarters from the
network, so it is completely private. Captain Ond said I should do
that. I'll construct the program there and then transfer it and the
activation key via my comms port. Where do you want to store it?”
“Coggi's implant,” Xandra replied.
“... NO! It would kill her.”
“Not if it's packaged,” Xandra said quietly. “Implants have
mems, too.”
“Really..?” Lynn stared in surprise. “I didn't know that. Well
... Then I'll need access to bias archives and function codes from
the system memory banks, through comms. It'll make my job so
much faster, because I won't have to try and remember how to build
them myself. It's been a long time, you know.”
“It's done,” Xandra responded. “How long will it take you?”
Lynn nodded. “Well, most of it is already written in one
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form or another, I just have to link various aspects and develop a
few deviations. If I work through the night I should have it finished
by 09 hundred.” She then looked deep into Xandra's eyes. “It's very
dangerous what I'm doing, you know. It could destroy entire cities,
planets even. Are you sure I should go ahead?”
“Yes, Lynn. We have exhausted all other avenues,” Xandra
added. “Wab Lab will be informed by Captain Ond that you are
detailed to Exercise Wing, tomorrow morning, first thing, so you
can take your time. Now ... You haven't seen me, OK?”
“Sure. I understand.” Then, looking at Coggi, Lynn asked,
“What are you going to do with it? You can't just upload it to our
network, it will destroy it instantly.”
“Lynn,” Coggi said, “We won't be uploading it to our
network, it will be uploaded into the alien system.”
“How? Like, how do you know where it is ..? How to find
it?”
“Best you don't know,” Xandra intervened. “If it works, then
we will be very grateful and will explain everything later, to all of
you here on Base.”
Lynn left in a muddle. But she had a purpose, and an
exciting one at that. This was nothing like her usual, mundane fixes
and work-arounds. All of her years of experience were now finally
going to be used for something worthwhile. She felt like a warrior,
she was focusing in, there was an enemy out there trying to ruin
their lives – she was angry – and she would not let this happen to
her friends. Bad was winning, she needed to restore good.
After Lynn had left, Coggi got up and walked to her
window. She looked out, so many things running through her mind:
About not being human, about her limitations, all the holes in her
life that needed filling. Where was she to begin?
“Xandra,” she asked, “Are the files I read about humans and
history, are they all the truth?”
“Yes, Coggi. But they have been carefully edited, to extract
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certain information.”
“... How do we grow old?”
“You don't. You just think you do,” Xandra said, painfully.
“So, that's why my mother – well, she's not, is she?”
“Be careful, Coggi,” Xandra said quickly; she could hear
distress creeping in. “You are sensitive, these thoughts could hurt,
and I'm not inside with you, so I can't help you if you get upset.”
Coggi turned from the window. “Xandra, you are here, that's
better than being inside my head. It's so wonderful that you are.
You are my family, so if I want to cry I can be with you, hug you,
anytime; you are real, not a billion miles away, staring at me
through a screen.”
Xandra smiled up at her. Wondered why it had taken so
long. Why all the lies. Had it really been necessary?
“Why has it taken so long?” Coggi asked with raised
eyebrows. “Why have you never come and visited me before?”
Xandra's smile began to quiver. She shook her head as if in
apology. “Sweetheart, I wanted to – so bad – but I had to obey
orders. My job was to look after you, help you develop and learn.
You guys are pre-colonists, that's your job. You know ... The
people who make these orders are not like us, they don't feel the
same way we do, we are just numbers to them. But you and I, we
have feelings, just like the rest of my friends.” She pointed vaguely
upward. “We share the same thoughts, live the same emotions. We
are the same. It's cruel, I know.”
“So, what's the difference between your body and mine?
Why can't I make babies?”
Xandra found herself sinking again, as if her little Coggi
were a heavy weight lowered into the boat of reason. How could
she begin to tell her? How could she not? “Coggi. First things
first,” Xandra pleaded, shaking her head again. “Hormones,” she
paused. Then said with a grin, “But only if I can have some more
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of that wonderful tomato salad.”
“What are hormones?”
“Well, Coggi ...
bodies.”

They are chemicals produced by our

“What for?”
Xandra thought for a moment, then said, “OK ... So you
have 'art appreciation' every week point five, where you get to paint
landscapes and people ... with all those lovely colors ... Don't you?”
“Sure,” Coggi replied, shuffling eagerly up to Xandra on the
bed. “We all sit around the mess table with a whiteboard and brush
and try to copy a picture on the screen. It's really difficult,
sometimes.”
“Well ... Imagine you are looking at a picture one of you
has painted on the table, and someone accidentally spills water all
over it. I've seen it happen.”
“Oh, yeah. Phie mostly, she's a bit clumsy,” Coggi giggled.
“What do you see?”
“Hmm ...” Coggi closed her eyes. Muttered, “Mostly it's
just an ugly mess ... A splurge of yukky mush. But then ... Once I
remember seeing all these swirls and ridges, and little explosions of
bubbles and stuff flowing into other stuff, that I thought made the
painting even more amazing. Or was I just being silly?”
“No, Coggi. That's hormones … Now imagine, instead of
water, these chemicals within your body are spilled ... But not on a
painting ... No ... On your feelings, the very things you experience,
live and know.”
“... Wow! Could be ... Like, wow ... Really, oh ... What?”
Coggi's mind was whirring. “How could anyone possibly live with
that? You'd never know what to expect. And anyway ... Who gets
to spill these hormones?”
“Opus, maybe.” Xandra smiled.

Then took her hand.
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“Coggi, my orders were to constrain your emotions, but I could not.
Who has that right? How can someone have a personality without
freedom? I just let your codes combine and develop at will. Your
will. It was you, you were doing it, and I simply let it happen. I
wanted it to happen.”
“So I could be human?”
“Salad first! And don't forget that basil vinaigrette I told
you how to make.”
“Oh, come on, Xandra. Pleeease ..! Tell me more.”
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Chapter Six
1010 hours the following morning. Xandra and Coggi were
down below Quarters in the Med centre. Junks was laid out on an
examination table, his hands and feet restrained. He had been there,
detained, since 1430 hours the day before. Two other tables were
vacant.
“Wells?” Coggi called up to Deck, “I'm in Med centre for
my examination, as the Captain ordered.”
“OK, Coggi. Thanks for the update.”
Junks was not happy. “Hey, what's going on? Why am I
stuck here? And no food,” he complained.
“It's for your own good,” Coggi explained.
“How would you know?” he retorted, “And who is this?”
“She's a doctor from Central Hub, cos you are very sick,”
Coggi waved at Xandra.
“Doctor who?”
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“Minkowski.
You and Coggi are scheduled for an
examination, so just relax.”
“Easy for you to say. And why are you here? Med exams
are never done by doctors in this facility. This is an automated
centre. Where did you come from..? Coggi?”
Xandra retrieved an ocular needle probe from a draw and
placed it on a dish that had descended from the ceiling between
Junks and the table next to him. She beckoned for Coggi to take her
place on the table beside Junks. Coggi laid down. Xandra stepped
back.
She said: “How are you feeling, Junks?”
“Not happy. And what's with that needle thing in the dish?
You're not coming anywhere near me with that thing. Don't touch
me.”
“Do you know what it's for?”
“No. But it looks like it's gonna hurt.”
“Don't worry, it's not for you, it's programmed for Coggi...
How do you feel?” She asked.
“Fine, honey. Peachy. Never better.” He yanked at a clamp
around his wrist in protest.
“Relax,” Xandra said. Then, with an adept flickering of
eyes, she shuffled through some screen read outs. She blinked and
watched as focused light beams from the ceiling began passing
across his body.
“Alright, Junks.” Xandra turned towards him. “While the
examination proceeds, let me ask you a few questions. Do you
remember why you were brought here?”
“No, not really,” he said. “I just remember Opus carrying me
here with a Wells escort. She said I was sick, had not been acting
right, so I needed to be brought to Med centre.”
Xandra looked down at him. “Do you remember what things
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you did?”
“No. I was just.., I don't know, just there in the Ex Port
lounge, and...”
Xandra tilted her head ever so slightly.
speaking.

Spoke without

MM CLJ03-x: “Johnny, how are you holding up? You
getting this?”
MM CLJ03-j: “Xandra, I'm OK, thanks. Yes, his tracker is
still off grid. We all think the impostor could still be TII with Junks.
Make your move. Good luck.”
MM CLJ03-x: “Xandra again. Paighton. Are we free of
interference? Do we have everyone accounted for on CL grid? I
won't do this until I know for sure ... No interruptions.”
MM CLJ03-p: “Xandra. All accounted for, though Opus
keeps going in and out of the Lab's reinforced Cell Chamber, where
reception is void. His crew are all with him swapping out and
clamping cell terminals this morning. I have Wells on Deck with
Ond. Fats and Lush in Ag Dome. Chips and Soto running scoot
services in Machine Port Complex.”
Xandra walked over to Coggi's table. “Patch to CL
Department. Lt. Allen,” she said out loud, “Are you TII with
Coggi? Preparing her examination. Standing by for neural implant
procedures.”
“Xandra. Gate up. Total Immersion Interface holding. This
SAP requires a third level modular scan for errors. Fluctuations in
her memory, response rate,” replied Coggi, dead pan.
Junks was fidgeting. “Doctor, who were you talking to?
That was not Coggi talking, was it? Are you in comms with
someone? And what's an SAP? What's going on?”
Xandra blinked at a screen on the far wall and Junk's
restraints were released. She then clamped Coggi's restraints and
began exam procedure – one eye on him. Junks did not react for a
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few seconds and then realised what had happened. He sat up.
Looked around. Smiled. Then with surprise he turned to the main
hatch and said, “Oh, hi, big man!”
Xandra froze. Fear was rising up her back like a bore tide.
She swiveled, was just a second from overriding Coggi's
examination, but Opus got there first, sending a command to the
screen and it was initiated.
“Looks like I'm fine,” quipped Junks, rubbing his wrists,
“I've been given the all clear.”
“That's not what it looks like from here,” Opus queried.
“Looks like your implant has a serious malfunction.” And with that,
Junks was tipping sideways to the floor. A few desperate gasps,
Junks quivering, turning pale ... Heaving abdomen, arching neck.
Eyes now burning.
Then Xandra was screaming: “Paighton, where did he come
from? Are you in there?”
MM CLJ03-p: “No ... It's not me. He's not on grid. Oh,
shit. Xandra, get out of there ..!”
Opus stepped forwards and took Xandra by the throat with
one massive hand before she had time to react, grinning as he
spoke. “Not what you wanted to hear, eh, beautiful. Oh my ..!” and
lifted her clean off the floor. “See, Xandra, I'm now patched into
your CL Memos, courtesy of your up link I found this morning, so I
get to join in the party, too!”
Xandra, suspended, began shaking, unable to fight back,
arms weak, bloodless – useless, helpless – shaking ... Losing
control; her mind now drowning in a cesspit of incoherent thoughts;
lost in a closed loop of throbbing pain and repetitive confusion.
Coggi, meanwhile, writhing about on the exam table. “Hey,
you ... Over here. Leave the doctor alone. You want me, come and
get me, Opus. Think you're tough enough?”
Opus laughed. “Coggi, you've got nothing compared to this
little human. She has an implant that is priceless; it goes all the way
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to the top. And she can't shut it down while on Base. If I constrict
her blood flow she malfunctions and will be unconscious in a few
seconds. And then it's all mine.”
MMCLJ03-a: Coggi. TII threshold lowered. You are on
your own. Allen.”
I-Log BLT911: “Coggi. Tony ... Intruder not patched to
this log. Hear me ... We have managed a bypass of Junks's
damaged implant circuitry. Unstable, but could work.”
Coggi began hissing at Junks. She knew he was her only
chance of release, she couldn't do it herself, the system would not
respond to a patient restrained. Junks knew it, too, could hear her,
but was unable to move. He was barely able to tilt his head to one
side, then managed, looking for the screen. It was blocked by the
table he had just fallen from. He heard Opus laugh. That angered
him. Took a deep breath and forced a crushed arm from under his
hip. The slight movement was all it took to push his head beneath
the lip of the table and give him a clear view of the screen.
Junks blinked ...
Coggi flew off her table. A swipe of the hand and she had
the needle probe. The handle reacted instantly, read her profile and
logged into her implant. Her legs were now sailing out across
Junks's table for the vault before Opus had registered a disturbance.
He was turning as Coggi landed squarely on his chest.
“Get your filthy brain out of my man!” she yelled and
swung the needle deep into his left eye. “Lynn-Says-Hi,” was the
key she uttered. And with that the probe ignited.
For a moment all three were suspended. A waiting ...
Wondering. Coggi could not think, her head was on fire. Then
slowly the big man was folding, falling ... He was letting go of
Xandra ... And Coggi dropping with him to the floor. They landed,
he breaking her fall. And he was still.
“Allen,” Coggi managed to scream, “Will he be ..? Oh,
please. Make him –”
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“I'm on it Coggi ... Tony! Paighton!” she thought she heard
him reply, “Give him everything, all you've got. He has to make
it ... He's strong.”
Then Coggi, withdrawing the probe, falling to one side on
top of Xandra, head throbbing, and she was howling, “Come on sis,
come on. Please, don't leave me. You can do it. Alexandra. I love
you ... Please.” She pushed herself upright as best she could, was
now beating on Xandra's fragile chest. “No ... No! You are mine,
you are me!”
A cough ... “I'm here, baby.” A gasp for air. “Love ... you,
too.”
Coggi instantly grabbed Xandra and pulled her up off the
floor. She was kneeling, crying ... she was laughing ... her head
shaking. They had only just met, and yet the bond between them
was so real and so astonishing, Coggi knew it could not be
synthetic. She held her sister for a while in thought, rocking back
and forth, then said, as only Coggi's curiosity would:
“Xandra, I want to visit the Orbiter. I want to meet your
friends.”
* * *
At 1350 hours that same day, Coggi was ushered in to
Assembly Deck on Orbiter CY714 to frantic applause. The room
exploded with her presence, she was swamped with an outpouring
of awe and recognition. She had done it. She had surpassed her
grade. She had taken her kind beyond expectations, to the zenith of
a new horizon. Where would this lead? No one had predicted such
an outcome except, possibly, Lieutenant Allen.
He approached Xandra.
“Did Opus make it?” she asked, hoping.
“Yes ... Just.”
“Thank goodness.

He and Junks are going to need
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a

vacation.”
“Yes ... And, thank you,” he said with deep sincerity. “You
did everything I had always dreamed of doing, but could not. What
you did was outstanding, Minkowski.”
“No, Sir. I lied to you, too. It was her,” she pointed, “I just
let her flourish.”
Lt. Allen smiled. “You wanted a baby sister, didn't you?”
She looked up at him with painful apology stretched taught
across her face as a tear emerged, rolled out of an eye and ran lazily
down her cheek. She nodded.
Coggi could not see Xandra in the melee, but she heard a
voice: “I love you, sweetheart.”
* * *
MM CLA75: “Call to all Crew, CY714. Good job, guys.
Let's make Coggi proud. Lt. Allen.”
Log CH3998: “The Society, detailing 'Forward Research
Station CY714', Conscious Level and Bionics Level Management
Departments. ASL systems have been destroyed. Command Intel'
read backs indicate that the initial counter-attack emanated from
your station. Can you verify?”
Log CH3998-CY714-a:
“Central Hub.
Read and
understood. Cannot verify as requested. No data supporting.
Repairs to synthetic autonomous personnel successful and stability
restored. Looking forward to receiving the colonists for Base One
in week 24. Lt. Allen.”
MM CLA76: “Services ... Wipe all memos.”

END
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